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ABSTRACT

INCORPORATING LITERATURE CIRCLES
INTO A FIFTH GRADE CLASSROOM
By
Kenneth Michael Kron
August2003

The focus of this project was to review available literature on literature circles
within the framework of a balanced literacy program, and create materials to be used by
fifth grade teachers as they work toward improving their language arts curricula. The
results of the research review show that students are motivated to read when they choose
their own reading material and can comprehend the material after engaging in
collaborative, meaningful discussion of the text with peers. The project includes
instructional frameworks, lesson plans for after-reading activities, and book selections for
three rounds ofliterature circles.
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Chapter One
Background of the Project

Introduction
The purpose of this project is to construct a teacher's guide that instructs teachers
how to incorporate literature circles into a fifth grade classroom as a way to enhance
already established language arts instruction. The grade level emphasis of the project is
on the intermediate grade level, specifically fifth grade, within the context of a balanced
reading program.
Literature circles consist of a small group of readers who meet regularly together
to discuss a portion of a text that they freely chose to read. Members of the same group
all read the same piece of literature that is based on a theme, author, or genre.
Participants mostly read independently and respond in journals to what they have read
(Spiegel, 1998). Children use their written notes, journals, and drawn sketches to
contribute to their small-group discussions (Gilbert, 2000). Literature circles aim to
produce natural conversations about books which allow for personal connections, openended questions, alternate viewpoints and clarifications among fellow participants (Eeds
& Wells, 1989).
For newly formed groups, students play a rotating assortment of roles whereby all
students get to experience all of the roles (Close, 1992). The teacher functions mainly as
a facilitator, not a leader or group member. When books are completed, readers share
with their classmates and others using a variety of projects, and then new groups form
around new reading material (Appleton, 2001). Researchers have observed and studied
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the positive effects to be gained from implementing literature circles. According to Day,
Spiegel, McLellan & Brown (2002), using literature circles with students has at least five
strong benefits: "1) the teacher can actually teach comprehension strategies, not merely
check for comprehension; 2) they allow the educator to teach the many facets of
comprehension; 3) literature circles encourage students to learn from one another; 4) they
motivate students naturally; and 5) literature circles tend to elicit discussion more
effectively than large groups" (p. 18-24).
Whenever literature circles are brought into the classroom, there are three
presumptions underlying the process. First, there is the presumption that the students in
the classroom have had a chance to work together in collaborative groups. For example,
classroom teacher and researcher Gilbert (2000) recommends the establishment of small
communities of students in which her students can all learn and work together within the
first few weeks of the school year. Guidelines are established for working in small
groups. The kinds of talk desired, along with etiquette issues, are discussed before
moving forward with literature groups.
Secondly, there is a presumption that the development ofliterature circles will
evolve and improve over time. Teachers cannot expect rich, in-depth discussion to
happen instantaneously from students who have never explored talking about books in a
classroom before. Gilbert (2000) starts out discussion in her classroom based on retelling
the story from which follows a deeper discussion. After a solid grasp of conversation
about books, students move on to written responses.
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A third presumption is that these circles will only take up a portion of the
language arts instruction within a given day or week. In other words, literature circles
should only be one element of a balanced literacy program, not the whole program or the
new solution to teaching reading and writing (Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999).

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to construct a teacher's guide for incorporating
literature circles into a fifth grade classroom as a way to enhance the already established
language arts instruction. The project focuses on implementing literature circles (LCs) as
a component of a balanced literacy program with an emphasis in fifth grade. The
development of this guide will allow fifth grade teachers with no background in literature
circles to utilize the lesson plans, book selections and other materials in the guide as a
stepping stone for developing literacy skills in their students.
By using the guide, the teacher will explore ways to prepare for and set up
literature circles. Section 1 includes the instructions for use of the guide to the teacher.
Section 2 includes specific role sheets for the novice members of a literature circle.
Section 3 includes graphic organizers that can be used by participants in literature circles.
Section 4 includes particular themes and suggested trade books. These trade books are
listed in alphabetical order and contain the title, author, summary, reading level and any
awards. Section 5 includes lessons for post-reading activities such as reading responses
and extensions projects. Finally, Section 6 includes the references for all the trade books.
The material for the literature circles, i.e. trade books, will be used to promote reading,
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writing and discussion for students in fifth grade. Because in any class there is a range of
reading ability, there will be books for several reading levels.
Significance of the Project

Nearly every subject at school rests upon reading. Creating lifetime readers
should be at the heart of every teacher's goal. Educators often suffice for creating
schooltime readers who will graduate knowing how to read but may never pick up a book
again. As an educator who has taught virtually every grade level, the author has
encountered a number of students who are not excited about reading or do not feel
connected to what they read. In an attempt to develop a child's literacy skills, teachers
often rely on basal readers and instruction based on traditional comprehension skills such
as main idea, sequencing and cause and effect. This approach to reading does not excite
many students. This author believes that more intermediate grades in the Yakima Valley
need to incorporate literature circles as part of a balanced literacy curriculum. This
approach to reading will hopefully excite students while enabling them to grow as a
reader.
Limitations

The following are limitations of this project:
1. This project is aimed at fifth grade teachers who are interested in

incorporating literature circles into their existing literacy curriculum.
2. It is not intended to be the only approach to teaching reading. It is intended as
a supplementary program.
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3. The trade books chosen for each circle are not a substitute for textbooks. It is
presumed that mini-lessons focusing on comprehension strategies will be
taught prior to the gathering of literature circles.
4. This project is designed for specific roles to be played by students in a six.

.

-

person literature circle group. There are other roles that students could
assume; however, some experienced teachers may not want to assign specific
roles in their literature circles.

Definition of Terms
Balanced Literacy Program. "A balanced literacy program entails a combination
ofreading, writing, listening and speaking activities. Among the components of a
balanced literacy program are: modeled reading, shared reading, guided reading,
independent reading, modeled and shared writing, interactive writing, guided writing,
independent writing, and word study/spelling" (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996, p. 21-32).

Cooperative Learning. In cooperative learning, small groups of students work
together to accomplish shared goals. It leads to higher group and individual achievement,
plus higher-quality reasoning strategies. Students see themselves as positively
interdependent so that they take a personal responsibility towards the group's goals.
Students engage in face-to-face interaction, share resources, give constructive feedback to
one another, challenge each other's reasoning and ideas, and promote a feeling of safety
within the group. Heterogeneous groups of students usually accomplish this goal better
than homogeneous groups (Tinzmann, Jones, Fennimore, Bakker, Fine & Pierce, 1990, p.
13).
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Extension Projects. Extension projects are a continuation of the reading
experience by responding to the entire book with the members of the same literature
circle team. Students are involved in creating a response through art, drama, or music,
which deepens their understanding of the book that was read and discussed. It often
requires drafting of ideas, plus rereading and discussing with fellow team members.
After completion of the extension project, students share their work through
presentations, which inform the audience about the book read and discussed. The
audience for these projects involves other students, the teacher, and possibly parents
(Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999, p. 91-92).

Flexible Grouping. Flexible grouping is " ... a dynamic approach to learning
that involves the formation of many group arrangements to coordinate with teacher and
student needs and goals" (Wood, Roser & Martinez, 2001, p. 103). The arrangements are
not static or rigid. Grouping can involve common interest in reading material, reading
with a partner, retelling a selection with peers, or sharing group projects to the whole
class.

Grand Conversations. Grand conversation in literature emphasizes aesthetic
reading whereby the reader has a particular relationship with the text based on their
background knowledge, life experiences and attitudes. Grand conversations involve a
dialogue between a teacher and students over a commonly read text. Within the dialogue,
deeper meaning and enriched understanding of the book should happen for all
participants (Eeds and Wells, 1989, p. 4-5).
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Literature Circles (LCs). "Literature circles are small, peer-led discussion groups
whose members have chosen to read the same story, poem, article, or book. While
reading each group-assigned portion of the text (either in or outside of class), members
make notes to help them contribute to the upcoming discussion, and everyone comes to
the group with ideas to share. Each group follows a reading and meeting schedule,
holding periodic discussions on the way through the book. When they finish a book, the
circle members may share highlights of their reading with the wider community; then
they trade members with other finishing groups, select more reading, and move into a
new cycle" (Daniels, 2002, p. 2).

Response Journals. Response journals are a written response to literature. Often,
response journals are an extension of the writing activities already happening in the
classroom. As valuable tools, they help children to think about and respond to literature
in new ways. Through writing and drawing in a journal, students record events and
communicate with their teacher. Wollman-Bonilla and Werchadlo (1995) discovered two
different types ofresponses: text-centered responses and reader-centered responses.
When used during literature circles, response journals can help readers remember what
they have read, offer a place to raise questions and comments about characters, situations
and issues.

Role Sheets. Role sheets are temporary, beginning tools for literature circles that
encourage readers to examine a piece of literature from a variety of perspectives. It is a
support structure that is mainly used when students are first learning to operate in peer-
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led discussion groups. These roles give each student in the group a different, rotating
task, which accommodates different learning styles and interests (Daniels, 2002, p. 99).
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR). Sustained Silent Reading is an uninterrupted
time when a person takes a book, a newspaper, or a magazine and simply reads it for
enjoyment. There are no interruptions for questions, assessments, or reports, just reading
done for pleasure. SSR is based on a simple principle: reading is a skill. The more one
uses it, the better one gets at it (Trelease, 1985, p. 112-113).
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Chapter Two
Review of Literature

Introduction
A growing body of evidence supports the finding that literature circles fit within
the framework of a balanced literacy program (Calkins, 2000; Daniels, 2002; Fountas &
Pinnell, 1996; Spiegel, 1998; Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999). Schlick Noe and Johnson
(1999) state, "Literature circles are most successful when they're not expected to be the
literacy program" (p. 1). Literature circles help provide readers and writers with the
ability to apply their literacy skills and strategies, but only as one component of a literacy
curriculum. A review of selected literature will provide an overview of the components
that are essential to literature circles; demonstrate the power of students choosing their
own reading material; describe how literature circles encompass the relationship between
reading and writing; and illustrate the role of teacher and student in these literature
discussions. There is a consensus that literature circles should be part of a balanced
literacy program, but they do not have all the characteristics of a balanced program. Both
reading and writing are a vital part of this dynamic, collaborative literacy event.
Baumann and Ivey (1997) in a recent study described how they put together a
balanced literacy program for second graders. Their program dealt with " ... two
delicate balances: a curriculum balance between 'literature envisionment' (Langer, 1995,
as cited in Baumann and Ivey, 1997) and skill/strategy instruction, and an instructional
balance between teacher-initiated instruction and instruction responsive to students'
needs and interests" (p. 244). These researchers created a classroom environment in
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which students were provided with a small fraction of reading and writing skill and
strategy lessons, plus multiple opportunities to construct meaning through reading,
literature discussion, written responses to the reading, and other language arts activities.
Implementing a balanced approach to reading means many things to different
people. Fitzgerald (1999) views a teacher's balanced approach to teaching reading as
rising from a philosophical perspective about what children should know about reading.
Fitzgerald (1999) states, "In a balanced reading perspective, individuals tend to see three
broad categories of children's knowledge about reading as equally important: local
knowledge about reading, global knowledge about reading, and love ofreading or
affective knowledge about reading" (p. 102). She sums up balanced reading as a set of
beliefs that has no singular approach or practice. Therefore, there are many different
choices that a teacher can make while implementing a balanced approach to reading in
their classroom.
Researchers also have a variety of opinions about the ingredients of a balanced
reading program. Fountas and Pinnell (1996) state that a balanced reading program in the
primary grades should include eight elements:

I. Reading aloud.
2. Shared reading.
3. Guided reading.
4. Independent reading.
5. Shared writing.
6. Interactive writing.
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7. Guided writing or writing workshop.
8. Independent writing. (p. 25-36)
In this view of balanced reading for elementary-age children, the variety of reading and
writing activities foster literacy. Fountas and Pinnell (1996) view all of these
components, not as separate elements, but linked together through the oral language that
surrounds and supports all activities, and by the content or topic being studied. For them,
literature circles fall within guided reading and independent reading activities; thus they
are only a subset of two components ofa balanced literacy program. Fountas and Pinnell
view literature circles supporting guided reading with its strong emphasis on "discussion
and closer attention to the meaning of text" (p. 105).
Components ofLiterature Circles
Research supports the view that literature circles involve relatively small,
temporary groups of students - four to six members - exploring a common piece of
literature in depth (Daniels, 2002; Katz & Kuby, 2001; Lopez, 2003; Schlick Noe &
Johnson, 1999; Zeiger, 2002). Teachers using literature circles offer students a limited
selection of books around a central theme, topic, or genre (Burns, 1998; Schlick Noe &
Johnson). Before groups have been formed, the teacher describes and discusses each
novel to the whole class in a book talk (Burda, 2000; Day, Spiegel, McLellan & Brown,
2002; Lopez, 2003).
"Literature circles incorporate several features that can change the classroom
climate to be more cooperative, responsible, and pleasurable while encouraging growth in
reading" (Burns, 1998, p. 124). These features include many of the following. After the
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introduction to each piece of literature, students peruse and then select the books that they
are interested in and capable of reading (Ash, 1990; Simpson, 1994; Stix, 2000).
Students meet regularly in order to discuss a pre-determined amount of chapters/pages
from the book (Daniels, 2002; Eeds & Wells, 1989; Simpson, 1994). Literature circles
often involve roles that each student is assigned or chooses that help stimulate
conversation in the group. These roles also help the student management of these
interactive groups (Bums, 1998; Chandler, 2003; Daniels, 2002; Close, 1992; Katz &
Kuby, 200 I; Zeiger, 2002). There is a substantial time to read the chosen books and
other reading material during the school day (Ash, 1990; Bums, 1998; Dionisio, 1991 ).
Responding to the reading is another important component ofliterature circles.
Writing in a journal before the literature circle session begins is common to this approach
(Berger, 1996; Dionisio, 1991; Gilbert, 2000; Lopez, 2003; Wollman-Bonilla &
Werchadlo, 1995). Finally, readers conclude their literature circles with a culminating
project that is presented to the entire classroom and invited guests (Day, Spiegel,
McLellan & Brown, 2002; Rog, 2001; Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999).
Even though there have been variations ofliterature circles such as book clubs or
literature discussion groups throughout the United States, the term is relatively new.
Short, in her 1986 dissertation, wrote about this innovation. Kaufman, a fellow teacher
and researcher, and Short get credit for putting the name literature circles to the concept
in which students self-select literature and meet in groups so that" ... the processes of

collaboration and intertextuality function together ... " (Short, 1986, p. 25). Their new
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strategy involved open-ended discussion groups with first graders on a specific piece of
literature that children chose.
Literature circles are not meant to be just another tool to get learners to read
books, but an avenue for allowing students to talk about books in much the same manner
as adults do. Whether talking about innovations such as student-led reading circles, inclass book clubs, or author studies, teachers around the country are transforming reading
into exciting social events for their students (Milloy, 2003). As these innovations
transform the standard approaches to reading, they can be powerful tools in the hands of
children. These tools provide a way for interacting socially, fine tuning their writing and
thinking skills, developing self-exploration, thus infusing a love for literature that will go
beyond the classroom and last a lifetime (Milloy, 2003).
Incorporating literature circles into a classroom can be a daunting task, as shifting
a classroom from a teacher-centered, question and response style to a conversational,
student-centered mode of operation requires careful planning. Educators must ensure that
these literature circles fit the students in their classroom and their personal philosophy of
education. Teachers need to decide how they will fit into the day-to-day happenings in
their classroom. Are they a small part or a large chunk of the literacy program?

Student Choice in Reading Material
One of the easiest ways for a student to become passionate about reading is to
give the individual a choice about their learning in the classroom. Teachers can help their
students in fostering ownership of their literature circle simply by giving them a choice in
which book(s) they read (Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999). It does not matter if the teacher
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has selected the four or five books from which the members of the class will choose;
what is important is that the student be allowed to select one book from the many.
Sheppard (1990), a teacher and researcher, states," ... children who are familiar with
dialogue about story and who routinely choose their own books are natural collaborators
in an intensive literature study" (p. 74). Students collaborate with the teacher, thus
making them fellow learners.
From a very early age, the opportunity for a student to choose his or her own
work and reading material has a powerful impact (Rasinski, 1988). From his classroom
observations of kindergarten students, Rasinski sees the heart of a literacy curriculum
coming from a student's interest, purpose and ability to choose.
In a study of a whole language first-grade classroom, Fresch (1995) found that
when children were given the opportunity and materials for a choice in reading selection,
they make decisions that built and developed their literacy. Her analysis revealed, first of
all, that first graders love to reread big books and picture books read to by their teacher or
librarian, or their personal favorites. She also discovered that children move back and
forth between easy and difficult reading levels. These children took risks when selecting
their reading, and then returned to familiar books. Whatever their choices were, Fresch
(1995) found in her data that children's choices in reading material increased and
extended their growing knowledge ofliteracy.
In a different study regarding book selection of fourth through sixth graders,
Anderson, Higgins & Wurster (1985) uncovered several interesting facts. Among the
high, average, and low achievers in all three grades, they all sought out the same
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categories of books such as fantasy, realistic fiction and informational books. They also
tended to avoid the same categories such as biographies and sports. Although there were
no major differences among the readability comparisons of the high, average, and low
achievers, analysis revealed a unique statistic about the average length of books. High
and low achievers in both fourth and sixth grades tended to read longer books for
pleasure reading than average achievers. Finally, in this study, it was found that low
achievers completed significantly fewer pages than did average and high achievers. This
fact is related to the researchers' findings that poor readers are generally reading books
too difficult for them (Anderson, et al., 1985).
In a project that examined book choices made by below-average, average, and
above-average fourth graders, Kragler (2000) found that all levels of these fourth grade
readers chose books for similar reasons. Recommendations coming from peers, family
members, and teachers were the most frequent reasons for choosing a book from the
average and above-average readers. A book's appearance on the cover and interior
pictures was the next most frequent reason for these readers and the number one reason
for below-average readers. Another discovery generated from this research was in the
types of book-selection strategies. Kragler found that the above-average and belowaverage readers used more strategies such as skimming a paragraph, flipping through the
book, and looking at the book length. Finally, this researcher uncovered that the aboveaverage readers were reading books too easy for them and the below-average readers
were reading books too difficult for them. Although the teacher demonstrated how to
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determine if a book would be too difficult, students ignored much of this infonnation
during their book selection.
The overriding goal of any balanced literacy program that includes literature
circles is to foster independent, lifelong readers and writers. In order for students to work
toward this goal, they need to begin making decisions regarding their books. When given
the opportunity to choose their reading, students will read for the reasons that most
literate people read, to live vicariously through the lives of the characters and in the
process, learn about their own lives (Atwell, 1998). They also want to know how other
writers have written.

Small Groups Formed from Book Choice
Literature circle groups unite around the desire to read the same book, poem,
short story, or article. They are small groups of peers who are placed together because of
their same interest in a book. According to Stix (2000), students tend to be more
responsible to themselves, their teacher, and the group as a whole for reading the chosen
book when given the opportunity to choice. LCs are not created by placing students
according to their reading level, reading fluency, gender, or native language, rather each
group that meets is formed because children have chosen to read and talk about the same
trade book (Samway, Whang, Cade, Gamil, Lubandina & Phommachanh, 1991).
A student's freedom of choice may be limited by the parameters set by the teacher
who narrows the range from which they can choose (Simpson, 1994). "The teacher is in
a position to select novels which are representative of genres the students might not
normally read" (p. 290). The teacher may also want to expose students to various trade
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books based on a particular subject such as the Revolutionary War or a survival theme.
Instead of seeing the teacher's selection of books as limiting, it could be viewed in the
positive light of preventing students from being overwhelmed by the availability of
books. Even if the teacher is not the one who limits the choice of books, the number of
books in a classroom set or availability of books in the school library may limit the book
choice.
According to Gambrell (1996), the power of choice is one of her most consistent
findings in regards to student motivation. "The research related to self-selection of
reading materials supports the notion that the books and stories that children find 'most
interesting' are those they have selected for their own reasons and purposes" (p. 21). Her
studies with first, third, and fifth-grade children are reflected in a different research
conducted by Schiefele (1991). His research supports the notion that children are
interested in books and stories that they have selected for their own reasons. Schiefele's
work suggests that interest in the subject matter or book has a greater impact in the
classroom than a student's ability.

Having a book-rich classroom environment with

access to the material also is a significant motivation to read.
Before the members of the class ever choose a book, the teacher needs to " ...
select books that will appeal to and delight children" (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996, p. 135).
These selections need to support and challenge the various reading levels in the
classroom, and the text sets should include a wide range of perspectives that would
include fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Each of the books should be filled with rich,
literary language.
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Book Talks
However fine the selection of material may be, the key to the child's choice is the
teacher's introduction. Book talks are strategically designed to peak the interest of the
various books and get the class enthused to read (Samway, et al., 1991 ). Book talks can
be designed around a genre, a range of books by one author, or a range of books centered
on one particular topic. They should be relatively short in length - one to five minutes.
The amount of time used to introduce the book is not as important as motivating the
students to be excited about reading the book in the classroom and on their own (Zeiger,
2002).
Dionisio ( 1991) describes her vision of book talks as reading a chosen excerpt of
the novel, followed by her own response to the book. She wants to stimulate the
audience's interest, plus demonstrate a technique of responding to the reading that she
will ask her students to do.
At the end of these book talks, students are invited to make a first, second and
third choice of favored books on a written ballot. It is important for students to
understand that naming a book as their first choice means it is the book they most want to
read. Second and third choices are books that sound interesting with intent to read
(Schlick Noe & Johnson, 1999). The final group formation rests with the teacher. The
goal of the teacher may be to honor all of the first choices, but there may be other
considerations as well.
Sometimes there may not be enough copies of a chosen book, and students will
have to read their second or third choice (Daniels, 2002). A teacher may also shy away
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from placing students together who do not get along (Day et al., 2002). Another factor
may be the balancing of boys and girls within a literature circle, or the experimenting
with an all-girl and all-boy group. Finally, a teacher needs to be fairly cognizant of
evenly distributing the high and low learners, as struggling students need to have at least
one person who will support them within the group membership (Day et al.).
Readability

Before choosing a book to read, students need to make sure that their selection is
within their reading range. There are several strategies that can help a student choose
wisely. One way to make sure that a book is appropriate is to apply the five-finger
method (Veatch, 1978). The student picks up a book and begins to read a passage of at
least 100 words. Each time he or she is unable to recognize or to decode a word, the
child puts up a finger. At the end of the selection, if all five fingers are extended, the
book may be too difficult for the reader. For literature circles to thrive, students need to
be able to read independently (Day et al., 2002). When children have difficulty reading
the material, comprehension breaks down and quality discussion is stilted (Day et al.).
Even after all students have selected the book, Stix (2000) allows for a trial
period. After a day or two of meeting in the collaborative discussion groups, students can
switch books if their book proves to be too difficult or not of any interest. It allows for
the freedom of making a mistake, then correcting it.
Structuring Group Meetings

In order for literature circles to be successful in the context of a balance literacy
program, they must meet on a regular, predictable schedule throughout the school year
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(Simpson, 1994). Circles are flexible enough that they can meet every day, every second
or third day, or once a week. The decision rests with the teacher, depending on how
much other curriculum needs to be introduced in the intervening days. Whatever the
scheduling ends up being, predictability of when groups meet is essential (Daniels, 2002).
Chandler (2001), a sixth grade teacher who uses literature circles in her classroom,
advices never meeting on Mondays. In her experience, students generally forget their
assignments over the weekend, thus they come to the discussion unprepared. Daniels
(2002) suggests a large chunk of time, at least a period of thirty minutes for older
children. Students need time to allow for a natural flow to their conversation.

Independent Reading
Classroom research of the 1970s and '80s indicates that children spent a small
amount of time-seven to fifteen minutes-per day reading (Anderson, Hiebart, Scott &
Wilkinson, 1985). Fielding and Pearson agree with these findings in their 1994 synthesis
of research wherein they found that children typically spent more time working on
reading skills with worksheets than they did putting these skills to work by honest to
goodness reading. Furthermore, Allington (1983) found that the skill time/reading time
ratio was evidently the highest for children of the lowest reading ability.
Fielding and Pearson (1994) state, "Allocating ample time for actual text reading
and ensuring that students are actually engaged in text reading during that time are among
teachers' most important tasks in comprehension instruction" (p. 62). Leaming to read
independently has many benefits. Vacca, Vacca, & Gove (1987) state that children who
read independently develop fluency in silent reading. It also allows the student time to be
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patient with print (Vacca, Vacca, & Gove, 1987). Independent reading time can be found
in many school schedules, with such emphasis on reading as SSR (sustained silent
reading) and DEAR (drop everything and read). With such independent reading time,
students can find time to read the assigned chapters before the next literature circle
convenes.
Researchers have viewed independent reading as a vital ingredient in a child's
literacy development. In the study, Becoming a Nation ofReaders (Anderson et al.,
1985) stated the following:
Children should spend more time in independent reading. Independent reading,
whether in school or out of school, is associated with gains in reading
achievement. By the time they are in third or fourth grade, children should read
independently a minimum of two hours per week. Children's reading should
include classic and modem works of fiction and non-fiction that represent the core
of our cultural heritage. (p. 119)
McCracken (1971) clearly states that the" ... objective of any school's reading
program is to develop each student's ability to read silently without interruption for a
relatively long period ohime" (p. 521 ). McCracken recommends six rules for successful
implementation of SSR:
1. Each student must read silently without interruption. No pretending is

allowed.
2. The teacher also reads, thus setting the example and allows no interruption of
his or her reading.
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3. Each student selects a single book, magazine, or newspaper. No changing is
permitted.
4. A timer is used which defines the fixed period of time allotted.
5. No reports or records of any kind are worked on during this time.
6. The whole class reads silently at the same time. (p. 521-522)
Since the 1960s, there has been a renewed effort at having students read for a slot
of time in the classroom. In Trelease's 1985 book, The Read-Aloud Handbook, he states
that SSR was first proposed by Professor Hunt, Jr. of the University of Vermont in the
1960s (p. 113). He goes on to say that SSR received a huge boost from the McCrackens,
nationally known reading experts, in the 1970s.
Vacca, Vacca, & Gove (1987) recommend beginning SSR with short periods
ranging from five to fifteen minutes depending on the grade level. Then extend the time
up to fifteen minutes for primary students and up to forty-five minutes for intermediate
students. During this scheduled time, students are not reading out of assigned texts, and
there are no strategy lessons preceding this reading, nor are there book reports following
the reading. It is simply a scheduled stop in the school day to develop a student's lifelong
literacy involvement.
After six months or more of SSR, thousands of students were asked their reaction
to reading silently (McCracken, 1971 ). McCracken stated the following:
"They respond unanimously that they like it. First, students say they like SSR
because it is quiet, with many indicating it is the only quiet time in their entire
day. All kinds of students have responded that they learned to like to read. Poor
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readers respond that since no one watches them they can make mistakes without
worrying. Able readers say that they are relieved because they don't have to
prove that they are bright every time they read something. All respond that they
like SSR because they can read what they want to read" (p. 582).
Despite a number of believers who affirm that SSR works, studies abound which
demonstrate that SSR makes little or no significant impact on the student. Dwyer and
Reed (1989) developed a study that investigated students who engaged in SSR reading.
The purpose of their study was on the area of attitudes toward reading. Specifically, they
wanted to know if participating in SSR led to more positive attitudes toward reading.
They also wanted to find out if male and female students differed in attitudes toward
reading. There were two groups: an experimental group consisting of 19 fourth and fifth
graders and a control group consisting of 21 fifth graders. The experimental group
participated in 15 minutes of SSR and the control group sustained with twenty more
minutes of instructional time in a regular reading program. The findings revealed that the
experimental group demonstrated an overall drop of two points on the attitude scale. The
loss is attributed to the extremely lower post experimental scores established by the boys.
The experimental girls gained slightly. The results of the study indicate that the boys had
poorer attitudes toward reading than the girls. Participating in SSR had little to no
positive effects toward reading for either boys or girls. Even though students in this
study were participating in SSR, they were not reading books of their own choosing.
Instead, they were reading from the basal reading series.
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No matter what the effect SSR has on reading comprehension or attitude, Daniels

(2002) sees literature circles as "an orderly and manageable structure" in sustaining this
kind of independent reading. Literature circles go beyond the requirements of SSR and
DEAR programs that occur in schools. When students read independently for their
literature circle, they are not concerned about a time limit, but with reading a section of a
book in order to contribute their opinions and relate life experiences to the reading.

Thoughtful Discussion
Within these literature circles, teachers desire for grand conversation to happen
when students interact and make meaning. Eeds and Wells (1989) began using the term

grand conversations because participants in literature circles are encouraged to strive to
develop and discuss their own questions, as well as expand on other's interpretations of
the text. These grand conversations can" ... promote insights, perhaps even revelations,
related to reading, writing, learning, and thinking" (Brabham & Villaume, 2000, p. 278).
One of the significant trademarks about literature circles is that the grand
conversation/discussion and topics within are developed by the students (Daniels, 2002).
This is a time for the teacher to step back and listen to the natural discussion, not to
provide questions, worksheets or other study guides. Students are in charge of their
thinking and discussion, and participation by all members of the group is essential.
Sharing ideas with peers, soliciting questions, and spinning off conversation from other's
comments are all part of this process.
Discussion within literature circles is not a one-sided affair, and it is not about just
sharing opinions, then sitting back and listening to other's opinions. Collaborative
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sharing in a literature circle is dynamic (Wood, Roser & Martinez, 2001 ). Through the
discussion, students get to extend and refine their thinking, as well as, hear new
perspectives that can expand the reader's horizon (Wood et al.). In other words, the
discussion in student-led book talks is a multi-sided affair. According to Wood, et al., a
collaborative book discussion should involve asking good questions, wondering aloud,
working together to comprehend the text, picking out certain texts in order to support a
position, and sharing connections between real life and the experience in the book.
In order to prepare students for cooperative discussion in literature circles, Day, et
al. (2002) believes in creating a list of discussion guidelines. By involving the students,
the teacher is encouraging them to critically think about what makes discussion work, and
because the students themselves create the guidelines, it is likely that there will be more
ownership to them.
Whitin (2002) confirms this viewpoint. She believes that good literary
conversation permits the reader to verbalize their personal experiences by what they have
read. This enables the reader to make connections to events in the story, and to larger
world issues.
Although the ideal is for students' conversation to flow naturally, there are
problems that arise when the conversation is not monitored by a teacher or another adult.
In a study on gender issues related to peer-led literature circles, Evans (1996) addressed
teasing. This researcher describes the experiences of two fifth-grade girls during their
literature discussions. At the beginning of their group meetings, Vivianne assumed a
leadership role and Mimi actively participated by initiating most topics and responding to
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other's contributions. On the third day of discussion, the boys in the group began teasing

Mimi. During the fourth day, when Vivianne tried to keep the group on task, a boy
challenged her. After that, she repositioned herself within the group and chose silence as
a means of protection. Evans noticed that the attempts to silence voices by the boys were
only directed at the girls in the group. In response to the boys' teasing and other tactics,
the girls formed an alliance in order to protect themselves from their male peers. This
researcher concluded that positioning, either by oneself or by others, changes according
to the gender of the group. "The boys consistently positioned themselves as powerful
members who had the right to tease and belittle the girls, an action which simultaneously
positioned the girls as powerless members who were expected to accept such treatment"
(p. 200). The forms of silencing and marginalization found in this research raises serious
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concerns about discussions that happen in literature circles.
The Teacher's Role

The degree to which the teacher participates, guides, or controls the direction of
the discussion in the literature circles depends upon the educator. For every teacher and
researcher who says that s/he should say as little as possible, there is another one who
will offer a differing opinion.
Almost all of the research agrees that the prime role of the teacher is as a
facilitator (Crawford, Kahn, Kaser, Kaufman & Short, 1999). It is the role that is most
frequently assumed by teachers. The task of the facilitator is to encourage students to
share more of their thinking. "Why do you think that?" and "What do you mean?" are
excellent questions from facilitators (1999).
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Sometimes a facilitator provides additional infonnation to clarify details
associated with the story. Zeiger (2002), a fifth grade teacher, was hesitant to jump into
the conversation, but sometimes the group needed clarification or a few comments in
order for the discussion to stay on track. Another type of facilitator talk is to restate
comments from students, especially when others in the group missed an important point
or comment. A facilitator is an infrequent group member who offers opinions about the
literature without taking over the group dynamics (Crawford, et al., 1999). In Daniels'
opinion, the teacher's role in literature circles boils down to being "supportive,
organizational, and managerial" (2002, p. 24).
Less popular, although valid roles, involves teachers as a guide, a participant, a
mediator, and as an active listener. When Gilbert (2000) is with a group, she sees herself
as a guide. She may give the group a jump start with an open-ended question, then she
may immediately pull back to observe, take notes, and let the children discuss in their
own words.
In the participant role, teachers interact as readers who share their personal
connections to the reading, along with their opinions and questions that stem from the
reading (Crawford, et al., 1999). The comments of a participant can expand the ideas
raised from a student. Other comments can challenge the group as a whole to consider
other perspectives or make connections to the idea being discussed.
The mediator role involves the teacher as one who encourages students to connect
their discussion about the events of the book to their own life experiences (Crawford, et
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al., 1999). A mediator might help a student to voice personal issues and to share and
discuss their own values.
Moving away from teacher-dominated discussions, the active listener
acknowledges the student and affirms their thinking (Crawford, et al., 1999). This may
come in the form of background comments such as "yeah" or "hmmm." The danger of
the teacher as active listener is that the student(s) will focus on him or her and compete
for the teacher's attention.
Whatever role a teacher decides to take in the beginning, Simpson (1994) believes
that the teacher should take a back seat once the students have firmly grasped the art of
reflecting, connecting, predicting, and sharing.
Discussion Roles
Discussion is at the very heart and soul ofliterature circles. Discussion has a
purpose in that the reader can understand the text, author and ideas from listening to the
thoughts of others (Day, et al., 2002). Discussion roles, which many teachers use, have a
purpose too.
Some teachers want to guarantee successful group interaction by assigning roles
to students on a rotating basis (Daniels, 2002). One aspect about cooperative learning in
the classroom is the assumption of specific roles such as collaborator and active
participator (Tinzmann et al., 1990). Having a specific role in the literature circle allows
for full participation and helps each group member to feel that his or her contribution is
needed for successful operating of the group. Not all teachers who try literature circles
implement the assignment of roles.
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Role sheets with specific jobs for each member is basically a management
strategy enabling students to focus their reading as they prepare for discussion in their
group. It is a tool that helps discussion, but should not be seen as mandatory for any
circle. At best, these roles are a temporary step for facilitating discussion. Rog (2001)
states that role sheets provide a formal structure to the interaction within the groups, and
are a good starting point for learning how to discuss books. The roles are designed to
gather different perspectives from a text so that students can connect it to their life,
debate interpretations of the reading, or connect it to world events.
Keegan and Shrake (1991) uses four roles: 1) Reader (to read teacher feedback
and to begin the day's discussion), 2) Coordinator (to lead the discussion and to make
sure everyone participates), 3) Mechanic (to ensure the electronic devices are recording
the session) and 4) Notetaker (to record the next day's assignments).
Daniels (2002) also envisions four basic roles with several optional roles,
depending on the literature being discussed. The roles are to be practiced on a rotating
basis until the students synthesize the roles. Teachers have the option to create as many
roles as they see fit, depending too on the size of the group. His four basic roles include:
1) Literary Luminator (who rewinds the readers back to memorable, important sections of
the book and rereads them to the group); 2) Discussion Director (who analyzes the text,
then thinks up high level discussion questions, starts the meeting, and elicits discussion
from the other members); 3) Connector (who connects what they read to their lives, their
feelings, to the headlines of the day, and to other books and authors); and 4) Illustrator
(who provides a graphic, visual response to the reading).
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Geist (1999) expands the roles to six jobs: 1) Discussion Director (writes four to
six questions about the reading, then leads the discussion); 2) Wild and Crazy Word
Finder (finds and marks powerful or tricky words from the reading); 3) Selection Director
(chooses an interesting/important part of the text to share with the group); 4) Art Director
(draws a picture about an event in the reading selection); 5) Connector Director (finds a
way to connect the reading to events in real life) and 6) Summary Director (writes a
summary of the reading).
All of these roles provide a focus for reading and a jumping off point for
discussions. The role sheets are not designed for busy work, but to spark a natural
conversation among peers. As students become comfortable with responding to literature
from these perspectives, the roles and role sheets will gradually cease to exist.

Response Journals
The use of response journals connects the act of reading and writing. Students
write down their personal thoughts about the reading in order to communicate with their
group. The physical form of these journals can vary from one classroom to another.
They can take the form of a spiral notebook, loose-leaf paper bound together by a piece
of construction paper, or many Post-it notes attached to the book (Daniels, 2002).
For some people, discussion of a good book or movie comes naturally, but the
opposite may be true when it comes time to writing a response in a journal. Often times
the level of response is lacking in quality. Rog (2001) discovered at least four levels that
a person can respond to a piece of literature. On the most superficial level, there is the
straightforward retelling or story summary. Although these are important skills to
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master, they do not involve high-level thinking. The personal reaction of the reader,
whether he or she liked the story or did not, is at the next level. The response is
measured when the reader is able to support his or her stated opinion. Interpretation lies
at the heart of the next level of response. The reader then describes what the story means
to her or him, or interprets the author's message. The highest level ofresponse occurs
when there is a reaction to the author's craft. The reader can describe on paper the
special language used in the text, the flow of the sentences, or the surprising twists and
turns. Quality responses ask readers to analyze and synthesize the written work of an
author.
Wollman-Bonilla and Werchadlo (1995) also noticed the level of response when
Werchadlo's first grade students wrote responses to books. They uncovered three
interesting observations. First, these researchers found that oral interaction with the
youngsters around the journals was critical. When students read their responses to the
teacher, they often elaborated on what they had written. Second, they discovered that the
journals provided a unique insight into how each student expressed their ideas, and
researchers could recognize each one's thinking. Finally, as with older students, these
first graders had recognizable, individual styles of response.
Dysthe (1996) looked at formal and informal responses to literature in her
observations of three high schools in Norway and the USA. She discovered that informal
responses to literature helped the students in her research study prepare for class
discussions. Journal writing helped them develop their ideas and it was so much less
threatening than formal writing. Because their writing did not have to be perfect, the
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children found that writing helped them think through their ideas. When these written
responses were used in the oral discussions in class, " ... the dialogic function of the
students' written texts were substantially boosted" (p. 395). What the students wrote
became an initiator for group discussion. Dysthe also found that the informal written
response allowed students to relate some issue in the book to their own lives and
interests.
Although teachers desire their students to write meaningful responses and
thoughtful interpretations of the literature, it does not always happen. Berger (1996)
discovered this cold reality the hard way. After reading countless summaries of their
initial responses to literature, Berger realized that her students did not know how to make
meaningful written responses. After dialoguing with her students, she devised four
questions that would stimulate a reader's response. Her adolescent readers were guided
in their responses by these questions, "What do you notice? What do you question?
What do you feel? What do you relate to?" (p. 381 ). Berger found that these questions
worked well with all kinds ofliterature - poetry, short stories and novels.
Whether the response journals are guided by questions or not, students need to
know that there is a variety of ways one can respond to literature. Noll (1994)
corresponded throughout the year with the teenagers in her classroom through dialogue
journals. Students also need to be cognizant of the purpose for keeping a response
journal. Many of the researchers above have demonstrated that journals can enhance a
student's literature discussion and stimulate their thinking about the reading.
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Extensions Projects
When children meet and discuss in their literature circles, they are engaged in
exploring a wide range of ideas and interpretations related to questions, themes, and
issues (Kauffman & Yoder, 1990). While discussing various aspects of the book, these
children do not have to take a stance on any topic. While discussing the literature, the
students will construct their own beliefs, hypotheses, interests and purposes, or be
influenced by others (Kauffman & Yoder, 1990). This all comes to a crashing halt when
the book ends and the students are invited to present an extension project. These
presentations challenge students to now take a stance and come up with insights as a
group.
After the circles finish their book, students have the opportunity to complete a
collaborative project that expresses and extends their understanding of the book (Katz &
Kuby, 2001). It allows the children to pull all of their scattered ideas together into one
cohesive presentation. Each group has the freedom to choose from such projects such as
a poster, a giant book cover, an extended plot line, a story quilt, or some other art-related
showpiece (Katz & Kuby, 2001). Again, the variety of extension projects allows the
children to choose, thus ownership of the project occurs.
Schlick Noe and Johnson view the extension project as a continuation of the
readers' response (1999, p. 91). This collaborative effort can then be presented to an
audience. By informing peers and teachers of a book through an extension project, others
may want to read the book due to the project and the presentation (Schlick Noe &
Johnson).
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Summary
In this chapter, the various attributes of literature circles were explained and
described. Through the participation of students in literature circles, boys and girls learn
to interact with one another around a common text. Children collaborate with their peers
to respond to literature through questions, feelings and connections to their life and the
world around them. In short, participants in literature circles take ownership of their
reading and written responses through the choices they make. Discussion is not always
easy within groups because students can get sidetracked; therefore discussion roles and
response journals often help focus the novice. Although literature circles are not the
magical answer for all literacy curricula, they can be a powerful component in a balanced
literacy program.

Chapter Three
Design of the Project
Introduction

The purpose of this project was to construct a teacher's guide in which literature
circles are incorporated into an already existing language arts curriculum in order to
achieve a balanced literacy program. They are intended to be only one facet of the design
for a balanced literacy program. Another purpose for introducing literature circles is to
spark a child's lifelong interest in reading through the selection, discussion and use of
meaningful and relevant literature.
Literature circles are a unique, yet vital component in a comprehensive approach
to teaching reading. They allow children to work with fellow classmates in small,
flexible groups that have been formed around the selection of same interest books.
Teachers can introduce a variety of literature or genres that the child might not choose of
their own accord, but will enjoy nonetheless. Children will read large sections of their
book before discussing the material in their small groups .. Talk within these literature
circles is a way for children to construct meaning, generate questions or respond to
another's question, as well as listen to different voices and divergent ideas. Teachers are
available to facilitate or guide the discussion without becoming the focal point.
Responding to their reading by way of response journals and extension projects is a
valuable tool for processing the student's thinking about the literature.
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The purpose of this project then was to create a teacher's guide containing
samples of research material activities that could be applied by a teacher just beginning to
incorporate literature circles in the classroom. Although it is not a complete package, it
covers the description of discussion roles, trade books grouped together under a relevant
theme or genre, and lessons that support responses to the reading.
The author became aware of the need to incorporate literature circles as a
component of a balanced literary curriculum through experiences as an intermediate
classroom teacher and a K-12 substitute teacher in the Yakima Valley. Teaching in these
positions enabled the author to observe that reading instruction at the intermediate grades
was very effective in the affective components of reading; the students generally seemed
to enjoy reading, especially when given the chance to choose their own reading material.
The author was also able to observe that a majority of classrooms are stilled tied to basal
readers with workbook pages that focus on comprehension skills and strategy instruction.
These experiences fostered the desire to incorporate literature circles into the existing
language arts curriculum. After reviewing the literature, the author recognizes the
positive impact that literature discussion groups can have in a fifth-grade classroom. LCs
help to create a classroom ofleamers who work collaboratively in small groups, share
and explore personal connections to the reading, stimulate questions and issues, and
respond creatively and deeply in writing through journals and extension projects.

Methods
Prior to designing a guide for teachers and writing lessons for responding to the
reading, literature was gathered. Several resources were drawn upon in order to usurp
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infonnation for this particular project. An ERIC search at the Central Washington
University Library was conducted in order to obtain information and related material on
the subject ofliterature circles. All articles and textbooks were then located and copied.
Another source for valuable information came through the use of the Internet, whereby I
retrieved materials from ERIC Digests. Books were borrowed from the Interlibrary Loan
at the Central Washington University Library on the topic, as well as books were checked
and purchased from such Internet sites as Amazon books.com and Halfprice.com. The
information was read several times, evaluated and sorted according to subtopics and
general information about the topic. All of this information was compiled into a formal
review of literature in Chapter Two of this project. The literature review provides
analysis of the essential components of any literature circle and how to make them
effective in any classroom.
Next, the literature circle guide for fifth grade teachers was developed and
written. The following criteria were used that shaped what would be included. The
handbook is meant to be a pull out resource from this project study and used as its own
separate entity. It is meant to be easy to look through and easy to apply the various
guidelines and suggestions needed to make literature circles succeed. Section I includes
the instructions for use of the handbook to the teacher. Section II includes the role sheets
that each participant will use during a literature circle. Section III includes various
graphic organizers that students can use for their roles. Section IV includes a wide
variety of trade books that are grouped under a particular theme, subject, or genre.
Included in this section are the title, author, summary, reading level, and any awards
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bestowed on the author. The themes and subjects were selected from the experience and
knowledge that the author has had with fifth grade classrooms. Section V includes ten
sample lessons, five for response journals and five for extension projects. These are a
sampling of the many possibilities that teachers can instruct their students as a way of
responding to literature. Section VI includes the bibliography for all the trade books
mentioned.

Chapter 4
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Foreword
Every couple of years it seems as if publishing companies, legislators, and school
administrators look for the new or recycled silver bullet that will be the answer for
literacy curriculums to teach all children (Spiegel, 1998). However, literature circles can
.be viewed.as part of a balanced literacy approach that will help develop lifelong readers ...
and writers, not the sole answer.
Literature circles provide students with opportunities to choose from quality
books that a teacher has gathered on a particular topic or from the same genre (Katz &
Kuby, 2001). The teacher inevitably determines the members of the group although each
child has a voice through their initial choices in the selections presented (Burns, 1998).
Before discussion ever happens with a book, students begin by reading a predetermined
amount of pages or chapters. Each group formed by their choice of book will set their
own pace given the ending date for the book to be finished. Children benefit from being
able to read daily from their literature circle book and other reading material they choose
for themselves (Atwell, 2002; Calkins, 200 I). Reading literature that can be read and
reread during school time is powerful because children can escape the drudgeries of their
lives and can understand someone else's pain or joy (Calkins, 2001).
Even more powerful is the ability to reflect and discuss what a student has read.
Literature circles provide opportunities for students of different reading abilities for
sustained dialogue in which they listen, reflect, challenge, raise questions, argue, and
make new meanings together (Noll, 1994). These flexible, collaborative circles push
students to think critically and to develop new understandings about themselves and the
world around them (Noll, 1994).
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This handbook was developed to provide intermediate teachers, in particular, fifth
grade teachers, a guide for teachers so that they can implement literature circles in their
classrooms and into their own balanced literacy program. Sources for the handbook
include, but are not limited to Teaching Resources, a website based on the classroom
experiences of Laura Chandler, Literature-Based Reading Activities written by Hallie
Kay and Ruth Helen Yopp, and Literature Circles Resource Guide written by Bonnie
Campbell Hill, Nancy Johnson, and Katherine Schlick Noe. Activities from these
sources were duplicated and assembled in order to provide the fifth grade teacher with
ready-made lessons that would give him or her a firm start in implementing literature
circles. The guide is broken up into sections of the various components found in
literature circles, such as, discussion roles, book selections. Plus lessons focusing on
journal entries and extension projects

Kenneth M. Kron
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To the Teacher
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1

2

Getting Started
Before one begins to use literature circles, it is wise to teach your students some
of the pieces that make up a good literature circle. At the beginning of the school year,
teach your students the invaluable skill of working together as a group. Enjoy class
discussions on a variety of topics before the implementation of small group discussions
based on a trade book. Discuss, as a whole class, the kind of talk that is desired and the
etiquette to use as students work with one another.
One of the ways to build community is through the reading of picture books,
poems, short stories, or newspaper articles. These readings and the discussion afterwards
can introduce pieces that become part of literature circles such as retellings, making
predictions, choosing descriptive language, the author's style, connections from one book
to another, connections between the text and personal experience, and connections
between the text and world events. Later on in the year, you can move the students from
retelling a story to responding to a story on their own.
After deciding to implement this literature-based approach to reading and writing,
the first thing to do is to decide on how large the discussion groups will be and when will
they meet. This will determine how many books to collect, the number and type of roles
to assign for each literature circle, and which group will meet on what date.

Role Sheets
Instead of creating role sheets on your own, six roles have been created based on
several researchers and practitioners of literature circles. These roles have been designed
to evoke different perspectives on a text (drawing a favorite scene, focusing on
interesting and new words, developing discussion questions that elicit high-level
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thinking, and connecting to one's own life or world events). There is a presumption that
there are six students in each group. Six is not a magical number, but with six students in
a group, the discussion can still be lively even if one or two members are absent when the
circle meets. In order that every student become familiar with the roles, they will rotate
the roles on a weekly hasis until they are internalized. You as a teacher must decide
whether these roles fit your needs. You can eliminate or replace any role as you see fit.
A role sheet must be given out several days before the first literature circles meet to
discuss their reading.

Graphic Organizers
The graphic organizers in this guide have been duplicated from Laura Chandler's
website. They are to be used in conjunction with the role of the Story Mapper. The
student who is assigned that role can choose one of the graphic organizers provided or
something else that you, the teacher, approve.

Selecting a Book
Preparing for a literature circle begins with selecting a piece of literature for the
students. A teacher should know what materials the students are interested in reading, as
well as, what constitutes quality literature. Quality literature includes classics that have
stood the test of time and have touched the heart and mind of the reader which will
naturally lead to a good discussion. Another criteria for book selection will be based on
availability of at least six copies between the classroom library and school library, and
the teacher's familiarity with all the books. The selections contain modem, realistic
literature as well as more traditional literature. The selections also represent different
ethnic and minority groups as well as mainstream Americans. Finally, select books that
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have a range of difficulty. In this handbook, the books range from a fourth to sixth grade
reading level.
There are two groupings of literature in this handbook: one by genre and one by
theme. Within each grouping, the books are listed in alphabetic order as well as by
author through the reference page. Eight books are listed under each grouping, which
means that at least three books will not be read during the literature circles focusing on
that theme, genre, or subject.
The teacher should introduce the trade books for the genre, theme, or subject with
enthusiasm. The presentation can include a reading of the story summary while showing
the book cover. The teacher could read an interesting passage from the book, possibly
the first paragraph. There could also be a brief introduction about the author. If you are
concerned about students reading independently, talk about or display the reading level
that is noted for each book. After the book talks students can browse the books to see
them up close.

Choosing a Book
It is vitally important that your students choose a book that interests them.
Students are more motivated to stay with a book, even a challenging book, if they are
interested in the selection and can choose their selection. Students, though, need to make
sure that a book is not too difficult for them. If a book is too difficult, it could stymie
discussion for the student and the search for deeper meaning in the text. One can apply
the "five finger" rule if you believe the student has chosen a book beyond their reading
range. After the students have chosen their books, each group needs to be given a
reading assignment and a role sheet to complete before the first gathering of the
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discussion group. The amount of reading assigned depends on the total number of pages
in the book and the capability of the students. A general rule of thumb for fifth graders is
between fifty and seventy pages each week. The teacher can do this for the first time,
then the group can change roles and set reading goals.

Writing a Response
Before engaging your students in an open discussion of the reading material, it is
wise to ask the students to respond to their story. Responses written on sticky notes is a
great way for students to as questions, make predictions, note connections, and write
down unknown words or powerful phrases. This can happen while a student is reading
the book. After a chapter or selection has been read, then the student can respond in a
journal. The form of writing can include drawing pictures, or writing sentences or
paragraphs. The five lessons focusing on journal writing are only a sample of ideas that
one can use as a way of getting your students to think and reflect upon their story.
Writing allows the student to reflect and think more deeply about what they have read.

Having a Discussion
After the first reading assignment and journal writing, a whole group discussion
can occur. These discussions should last anywhere between ten and twenty minutes.
Everyone's thoughts, beliefs and experiences of the characters in the story should be
validated and expanded through these discussions. Participants in the literature circles
should be willing to share their own ideas as well as listen to and consider others' ideas.
The teacher should allow the discussion to flow freely and to direct it only when
necessary to keep it focused. Realize that some conversation will be "off-task" and that
is okay.
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Extending the Reading
Sometimes it is not enough to read, respond in writing, and discuss literature.
The value of literature circles is that they can provide the reader a way to extend and
nurture interpretation of the text. Ending a literature circle with an extension project
allows the student to revisit the reading and create more meaning through a creative and
artistic interpretation of the literature. Instead of dull book reports to assess whether a
student has read the assigned material, extension projects engage the reader to create a
response through the arts. The lesson plans in this guide provide five ways that students
can extend their reading. They presume that the students will work as a team based on
their literature circle. Students can present their collaborative work before an audience of
peers, teachers and parents. It can be a way of informing others about the book they have
read and discussed.

Assessing Literature Circles
It is rare that there are traditional, formal, paper/pencil tests for the books that

children read in literature circles. However, there are other ways to assess such as
teacher observations, portfolios of the post-reading activities and self-assessment.
Rubrics have been developed for the journal writing and for the specific extension
projects which are placed after the lesson plan(s) in this guide. The rubrics for the
extension projects include both teacher and student assessment, while the rubric for the
journal writing focuses only on teacher assessment.
Some teachers may assess on whether or not each student is prepared on their
circle day. The assessment can spotlight whether the student has done the assigned
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reading, completed their role sheet, and participated in the discussion. One hundred
points can be awarded for successfully meeting all those requirements.
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Dear Families of Room 10:
Your fifth grader is about to enter the exciting world of literature circles that will
become a regular part of my language arts instruction this school year. On certain Fridays, I will
introduce a variety of books by giving book talks which will stimulate interest in them. Your
child will then select a book and bring it home to begin reading over the weekend and throughout
the coming week(s). The literature discussion groups will meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Students will be expected to write about their books in a Response Journal. Each student will be
given writing prompts and a variety of choices of how to respond to his or her reading. Writing
helps the child to reflect on what they read.
The book that your child has selected came from choices related by theme, subject, or
genre. Remember that because your child has self selected this book, it may not be a book at their
independent reading level. If you have time in your busy schedule, please read the book with
your child. Have your child mark interesting, funny, puzzling sections with sticky note pads. The
students will then share their markings and journal reflections with their literature circles.
Students will be given a certain role each week, along with a role sheet to fill out which will help
guide the discussions. In general, students lead the discussions of these books.
Here are some ways for you to read and discuss these books together in preparation of
the group discussion on Tuesday or Thursday:
•

Please have your child read (or have a fluent reader in the house read to him or her) and talk
about the story as you read. Talking about the book increases your child's comprehension.

•

Read the selection a second time and note favorite paragraphs, sentences, or phrases. Have
your child use "Post-it" notes to mark any pages that he or she would like to share and talk
about in the group. What kinds of things should your child mark? Note places that relate to
his or her life. Your child may want to mark a place where he or she notices the author's style,
something about one of the characters, the main idea of the story, or certain details or
illustrations.

•

Your child should be prepared to share at least one of their "Post-it" notes or read from their
journal. My goal is that all students will be participating in this manner by the end of the year.

•

Please make sure that your child brings his literature circle book each day to class. Although
the literature groups meet only on Tuesdays or Thursdays, there will be time each day to read
independently in class. On the rest of the days, we will do a variety of activities centered on
building up their reading and writing skills. Thank you for your support and assistance! I look
forward to the many rich discussions this year, which will expand and promote your child's
love for reading.
Sincerely,

Your Name

(

Letter obtained and adapted from Literature Circles Resource Guide: Teaching Suggestions,
Forms, Sample Book Lists, and Database, by B. Hill, K. Schlick Noe and N. Johnson.

SECTION II
Role Sheets
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Discussion Di rector
Your main job is to keep the discussion going, to make sure that there
are not any overbearing silences, nor gaps in the conversation.
You should come to the meeting with at least five "thinking" questions
to ask. Every one of your questions should be designed to spark a discussion
and make everyone think. They should not be "recall" questions that simply
asks for facts from the book. A couple of "thinking" questions are like the
following:
•

Did anything in this section surprise you? Why?

•

What kinds of connections can you make between things that happened in
the book and something in your own life?

You are also in charge of keeping the discussion focused so
that things don't wander off and stray from the main topic, which is the
book.
You can conclude the session by asking students to make predictions
about what will happen next.
Make sure everyone in your group knows what the reading assignment
is for next week.

Developed by Laura Chandler (Teaching Resources at http://home.att.net/~teaching)
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Word Wizard

(

Your job is to find at least five words, but no more than seven words,
that are new or interesting to you from your reading assignment.
Write each word; define each word on the back of the card; tell the
part of speech that it is used in your passage; copy the passage from the
book where the word occurs and its page number on an index card.
Be prepared to teach the words to your team. You will do this by
reading the sentence from the book and discussing the meaning of the word.
You will then lead a discussion within your group about why you and the
others think the author chose to use that particular word rather than
another for that passage.
With input from your group, decide which word or two among the ones
you selected should go up on the word wall. After the meeting is over, you
will make a word tile to put on the word wall.

C

Developed by Jan Ziegler (Literature Circles at http://teachers.net/gazette/MAR02/aeiger.html)
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Story Mapper

1.

Choose one of the following story maps or graphic organizers:
•!• Character Map
•!• Story Elements Map
•!• Venn Diagram

2.

Map the story using one of the graphic organizers.

3.

Be prepared to explain the parts of your map/organizer to your team.
Tell why you chose to use that story map. Help your teammates
complete an organizer just like yours.

Developed by Laura Chandler (Teaching Resources at http://home.att.net/- teaching)
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Illustrator
Developed by Laura Chandler (Teaching Resources at http://home.att.net/-teaching)

Your job is to draw some kind of picture related to the reading. It
can be a sketch, cartoon, or a stick figure scene. You can draw a picture of
something that is discussed specifically in your book, something that the
reading reminded you of, or a picture that conveys any idea or feeling you
got from the reading. Any kind of drawing or graphic is okay. You can even
label things with words if that helps. Make your drawing on this paper. If
you need more room, use the back.
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Connector
Your job is to find connections between the book your group
is reading and the world outside. This means connecting the
reading to your own life, happenings at school or in the
community, similar events at other times and places, or other
people or problems that this book brings to mind. You might also
see connections between this book and other writings on the same
topic or other writings by the same author. There are no right
answers here. Whatever the reading connects you with is worth
sharing!
Some connections I found between this reading and other people,
places, events, or authors:

Adapted from Harvey Daniels' Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in book clubs &
reading groups.
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(

Literary Luminary

Your job is to find three or five lines or two short passages from the
reading selection to share with the group. These lines or passages need to
reflect good writing or that they are key or important to the story. These
lines or passages can also be chosen because the Literary Luminary finds
them interesting, humorous, or notable in some way.
You will copy these lines or passages and explain why you believe they
are examples of good writing or why you think they are important to the
story.
You have the option of either reading them aloud to the group or
choosing someone else in the group to read them aloud.
After reading the lines or passages, the other members of your group
have the opportunity to make comments or ask questions.

Adapted from Harvey Daniels' Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in book clubs &
reading groups.

SEC I ION III

Graphic Organizers
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SEC I ION IV

Themes/Book Selections
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Theme 1: Fantasy Genre
Animorphs #3: The Encounter
Summary: An important warning was given to Tobias, Jake, Rachel,
Marco and Cassie when presented with the talent to morph into animals.
They were never to stay in a morph for more than two hours. A problem
has arisen for Tobias because he stayed in his morph for too long. He has
been transformed into a hawk while retaining a boy's mind. This
transformation does not prevent him from contacting his friends and
helping with the fight against the Yeerks, aliens who want to control the
brains of humans. Tobias is starting to lose control, and wants to give in
to the hawk brain inside him. To find out what happens, read the book.
Author: K.A. Applegate (1996)
Reading Level: 4.1
TheBFG
Summary: Warning! This is not the kind of book you want to read late at
night. It is not due to the scary parts, although there are a few elements,
but because you will be laughing and keeping someone up. (Namely, your
brother or sister.) Because eight-year-old Sophie saw the giant in the
darkness of the street outside her orphanage, the BFG kidnaps her and
takes her to Giant Country. The BFG fears that Sophie will tell someone
about giants and then that would lead to a giant hunt. The hunt could
-lead to the discovery of all giants and the BFG does not want to be placed
in a zoo. Sophie is very worried about what this giant will do to her.
Thank goodness that Sophie was kidnapped by the BFG! BFG stands for
Big Friendly Giant, which is good news for Sophie. You see - the BFG is
very different than the other nine giants. The BFG stands apart from the
other giants because he is only 24 feet tall, eats mostly snozzcumbers, and
is generally kind. She does meet the other horrific giants who have names
like Bonecrusher, Fleshlumpeater, and Childchewer that actually eat
children and other human "beans." Although the BFG doesn't plan to eat
Sophie, he is bound by the giant code never to return her to her home.
The idea of staying in Giantland is okay with Sophie since she is not fond
of staying in the orphanage. However, she simply cannot allow those
other giants to feast on innocent children. Spunky Sophie manages to
convince the BFG, who is an outsider among the giants, to be part of her
plan of rescuing children. She persuades the BFG to concoct one of his
dream potions so that the Queen of England will utilize all her powers to
hunt these menacing giants down. Sophie is looking for a way to punish
these giants for their natural inclination to eat people. Will the Queen be
convinced? How can they capture fifty-foot giants? Find out when you
read the book. And be prepared for the bad puns and nonsensical words
of the author - called malapropisms - words such as "whizzpoppers" and
"scrumdiddlyumptous."
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Author: Roald Dahl (1962)
Reading Level: 5.6
Awards:
Federation of Children's Book Groups Award (UK 1982)
International Board on Books for Young People awards for
Norwegian and German translations (1986)
Good Book Guide "Best Books of the Past 20 Years" (UK
1997)
The Cricket in Times Square
Summary: Chester Cricket lives in Connecticut. Nonetheless, he arrives
in New York City after having jumped into a picnic basket lured by the
smell of liverwurst. Mario Bellini, a little boy whose parents own a
newsstand in the subway station in Times Square, finds Chester and takes
him to the newsstand. Tiny Chester is lucky enough to find friends such
as Tucker, a fast-talking Broadway mouse and his pal, Harry the Cat.
They have a lot of great adventures together, along with Mario, when they
explore Times Square and Chinatown. Once Chester hears a bell inside a
golden cage, he discovers that he is able to sing. He begins playing
concerts at the Bellini's newsstand. After a week of concerts, Chester
becomes homesick for his peaceful life in the Connecticut countryside.
But will he ever return there? Read the book and find out.
Author: George Selden (1961)
Reading Level: 4.3
Awards:
Newbery Award runner-up in 1961
Dragonwings

(

Summary: Eight-year-old Moon Shadow Lee sails from a village in China
to join his father whom he has never met before. He discovers that his
father lives in San Francisco among a group of Chinese immigrants from
the same area of China. His father, Windrider, makes money washing
laundry for wealthy people who own estates in the city. Because of their
encounters with prejudice, father and son must leave the protection of
family by moving out of Chinatown. They eventually find refuge with a
generous and friendly landlady. Moon Shadow and Windrider start to
learn about each other's dreams. The dad dreams of flying because he
believes that he was a dragon in his past life. Once they successfully
establish a repair business, they turn their attention to making a flying
machine even though it is a modern invention. Read the book to find out
if they are successful in flying their invention in America.
Author: Laurence Yep (1975)
Reading Level: 6.6
Awards:
1976 Newbery Honor Book
ALA Notable Children's Books of 1971-1975
1976 Boston Globe/Horn Book Award Honor Book
New York Times Outstanding Children's Books 1975
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The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
Summary: This story is for those of you who believe in magic and want a
bit of morality to seep through the pages. This is a story about Peter,
Susan, Edmund, and the youngest Lucy. At the beginning of the story
they are being sent to a rambling old country house, home of the eccentric
Professor Kirk, in order to escape the air raids of war-torn London. Since
children are natural explorers of big, open spaces, it is no surprise that the
children roam through the house on a rainy day. By herself, Lucy
stumbles into a magical world from the inside of a stuffed wardrobe full
of furs. She finds herself by a lamppost in a snow-covered wood. She
learns that she is in the strange land of Narnia where it is permanently
Winter, but never Christmas, thanks to a spell cast by the wicked White
Witch. The White Witch has the power to change creahires into statues.
Lucy returns from Narnia and tells the others of her advenhire. Initially
they refuse to believe her story, but Edmund is the next to cross the
threshold into Narnia. He meets the Witch who seduces him into bringing
his brother and sisters to her. When Edmund returns, he tells lies about
Narnia to entice them to come there. When the four of them fall through,
they meet Mr. Beaver who tells them about Asian, the great Lion of the
Woods. They assist the golden lion Asian to defeat the vVhite Witch who
cursed Narnia with eternal winter, but in the process they will have to
face the betrayal of their brother. This is the first in the Chronicles of
Narnia series and it is full of adventures.
Author: C.S. Lewis (1950)
Reading Level: 5.8
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh
Summary: This is a story about mice and rats, very unpleasant creatures
in real life, but in this story they have very human characteristics. Mrs.
Frisby has her hands full raising her four small children since the death of
her husband. Her youngest child, Timothy, is a weakling who becomes
susceptible to all kinds of germs. Bad timing happens when Timothy falls
ill with pneumonia at the beginning of spring, the time when the mice
have to move from their winter home in the vegetable garden to the
woods away from the humans. Mrs. Frisby frets about what to do, so she
seeks the advice of the wise old owl. This is a huge risk because it
involves Mrs. Frisby flying on the back of a crow and appearing before a
hungry owl who loves to eat mice as tasty morsels for a snack. The owl, in
his wisdom, sends this mother to seek the help of the rats.
The rats, who live under the old rose bush, are a unique breed in
and of themselves. They are a group of super-smart rats who escaped
from a laboratory and are now called the Rats of NIMH. Because Timothy
cannot be moved from the house to the cold of the outdoors, the rats
devise a plan to move Mrs. Frisby's house. They will simply move the
concrete block that the Frisby family home stands on to a more suitable
location. To find out more about the secrets of the rats of NIMH and their
moving project, you will simply have to read the book.
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Author: Robert O'Brien (1971)
Reading Level: 5.9
Awards:
Newbery Medal winner
ALA Notable Book
Lewis Carroll Shelf Award
Tuck Everlasting
Summary: Have you ever wondered what it would be to live forever?
Theissiie of living.forever is froiifand center with this book. You meet .
Winnie Foster who is a bored and overly protected child. She lives in a
small Southern town with her prestigious parents. She has led a sheltered
life and has never left the iron gates of her house. Intrigued by a toad who
talks to her, then hops off, ten-year-old Winnie ventures into the woods
surrounding the family house. She discovers a special spring that gives
everlasting life to those who drink from it. At this spring she meets Jesse
Tuck, the youngest of the Tuck family, who is drinking from the spring.
Soon after their encounter, Winnie is kidnapped and brought back to the
Tuck's rustic cabin in the back of the woods. It is here that Winnie
discovers their secret. They will never change, never grow old, never die.
They know that the world must never be let in on their secret, for it would
change the course of history.
Trouble is on the horizon. A man in a yellow suit knows about the
Tucks and desperately seeks them out. In a short time, Jesse falls for
Winnie who wants her to live for six or seven more years, then drink from
the spring and marry him. Then Mae Tuck kills the man who has found
the Tucks and their cabin. The problem is that if the law tries to execute
Mae for the crime their secret of immortality will come out. If they merely
keep her in prison, they'll see that she doesn't age. The dilemma for
Winnie, Mae and Mae's family is extreme. And then there's Winnie
herself. Should she drink from the well now? When she grows up? Or
ever? Read the book and find out the answers.
Author: Natalie Babbitt (1975)
Reading Level: 6.3
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A Wrinkle in Time
Summary: If you boil down the plot of the movie Star Wars it is basically
a struggle between good and evil. The same plot synopsis could be true
for A Wrinkle in Time. The good guys in this story are not light-saber
sword carrying warriors, but ordinary kids that you could imagine eating
lunch with or sitting next to in Science class. Meg Murry, a high school
student who has poor self-esteem and her younger brother, Charles
Wallace, a brilliant five-year-old get caught up in a plot to free their
physicist father from the clutches ofa bossy, cranky brain that is
unattached to a body. You see, Meg and Charles Wallace's father have
been missing for a few years. Moving into the neighborhood in the
haunted mansion are Mrs. Whatsit, Mrs. Who, and Mrs. Which. These
neighbors guide the children in the right direction to find Mr. Murry.
Before the children leave on their adventure, they learn to tesser from this
trio. As you will read in this book, a tesseract is a wrinkle in time. These
two, along with their new friend, Calvin O'Keefe embark on a perilous
quest through space to find and rescue their father from the clutches of the
evil IT. Along their travels in the galaxy, the trio rest on a beautiful
planet, then they find themselves on Camazotz, a planet that has given in
to evil. This evil is darkening the cosmos, one planet at a time. The
travelers must rely on their individual and collective strengths to fight the
clutches of evil. Will they outwit the forces of evil? Read the book to
discover the answer.
Author: Madeleine L'Engle (1963)
Reading Level: 5.5
Awards:
1963 Newbery Medal winner
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Theme 2: Courage and Survival
The Cay
Summary: The book begins on the island of Curacao, an island off the
coast ofVenzuela. The year is 1942. Philip, a twelve-year-old boy lives
with his parents on the island. As the threat of the German submarines
increases, Philip's mother decides to take them on a ship-back to America.
Philip's dad decides to stay behind because of his work for the oil
company. Along the way to America, the the small Dutch freighter that
the two are sailing on is torpedoed. During the evacuation process, Philip
is severely hit on the head. When he regains consciousness, he discovers
that he is on an open raft with Timothy, a huge, old and ugly black man,
plus the ship's cat, Stew. Their relationship does not get off to a great start
mainly because Philip uses his mother's negative views about blacks in the
beginning. Philip has a chip on his shoulders which could do with his
ship being torpedoed, losing his mother with the possibility that she
drowned, and going completely blind after forty-eight hours after being
hit. Against all odds, the two wash ashore on a cay with no fresh water
supply and no food except for what can be caught from the sea. Philip
finds himself totally dependent on the old West Indian which highlights
the fact that we are all the same underneath our skin. The old black man
worries that he will not teach Philip everything about survival before he
dies. At the heart of this story lies the struggle for survival and Philip's
adjustment to his blindness. What will happen to these two and Stew
Cat? Read the book and find out.
Author: Theodore Taylor (1969)
Reading Level: 6.7
Hatchet
Summary: Hatchet is an amazing story about Brian Robeson, a
thirteen-year-old boy, who encounters danger and learns to survive in the
Canadian wilderness. As the story unfolds, Brian is being flown to see his
father for the summer after the divorce of his parents. He is thrown into a
hair-raising situation when the pilot of the two-seater plane has a fatal
heart attack. Immediately Brian must think of how to survive by landing
the plane in a lake. Brian learns to exist in the Canadian wilderness with
only the aid of a hatchet given to him by his mother. He uses the hatchet
to fashion a crude bow and arrow, plus Brian discovers that his hatchet
holds the clue to getting fire. He faces a whole series of dangers ranging
from hunger to a porcupine attack and the survival of a tornado. Brian
must rely on nature to survive. But Brian must also learn to get over the
divorce his parents went through and not dwell on the "secret." The
"secret" is the fact that Brian discovered the truth of his mother's affair.
During his time in the wilderness, Brian discovers how to make his first
fire without matches, how to catch his first meal, and to deal with his first
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home being destroyed. But will this thirteen-year-old boy ever be
rescued? Find out when you read this exciting book.
Author: Gary Paulsen (1987)
Reading Level: 6.1
Awards:
1988 Newbery Honor Book
1987 ALA Notable Book
Dorothy Canfield Fisher Children's Book Award
Island of the Blue Dolphins
Summary: Island of the Blue Dolphins takes place in the early 1800s on a
small island that looks like a fish sunning itself in the sea. On this island
lives a twelve-year-old American Indian girl named Karana, her brother
Ramo, and their tribe. When an Aleut ship enters the cove one day, the
Aleuts (Russians) make a deal with the chief of the tribe. For every two
sea otters killed, they will give one to the tribe. Being greedy, the Aleuts
try to take all the pelts with them, giving the chief a few trinkets in
exchange. When the offer is refused, a fight breaks out which leaves the
chief, Karana's father, and most of the Indian men dead. The new chief
concocts a plan which involves heading east in a canoe. He hopes to bring
the rest of the tribe with him later on across the 75-miles of ocean water.
Some time later, a strange ship arrives. The whites have come to take the
tribe to another land. A complication arises when Ramo is accidentally
left on the island after searching for his favorite spear. Instinctively,
Karana jumps overboard and swims back to the island to be with her
brother. The two of them live in the old village, but they remain helpless
about how to protect themselves from the wild dogs. These very dogs end
up killing Ramo, the only other human on the island. From that day
forward, Karana knows that her life will be a fight for survival. Her only
companions on the island are this same pack of wild dogs, sea otters and
some birds. Karana faces grave dangers, but has moments of triumph
such as taming the wild dog Rontu. Will she survive on the island with
only her wits? And will she ever be rescued to rejoin her tribe? Find out
in this tale of survival.
Author: Scott O'Dell (1961)
Reading Level: 5.4
Awards:
1961 Newbery Medal winner
Julie of the Wolves
Summary: When we first meet Miyax, a thirteen-year-old Eskimo girl, she
is alone in the middle of the northern slope of Alaska in the middle of the
freezing winter. She is running away from a bad situation. She is running
away from her unkind husband, Daniel and her aunt. Miyax has dreams
of reaching Point Hope, then sailing away to San Francisco to be with her
pen pal. It is there that she is known as Julie. Before she can realize any of
those aspirations, Miyax must survive the vast Alaskan tundra with no
food, no shelter and no sense of direction. After days of struggling to
survive on her own, Miyax is adopted by a pack of wolves. Instead of the
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human taking care of the animals, the tables are turned. Amaroq, the
leader of the pack, slowly accepts her as a member of the pack. It is
Amaroq who feeds her and keeps her company. During this time, Julie
remembers things about her father, Kapugen, who survived in the
Alaskan wilderness many years earlier. Julie begins to embrace the
Eskimo traditions, especially their love of nature. A shocking surprise
comes in the story when Amaroq is shot from the air by bounty hunters.
Miyax is panicked, and determines that she must save the wolf pack from
the bounty hunters. She talks them into leaving the area for safer ground.
Miyax must eventually make a decision whether to be Joyal and stay with
the pack or return to civilization with other humans. To find out whether
Miyax or Julie wins out, you must read the book.
Author: Jean Craighead George (1972)
Reading Level: 5.8
Awards:
1973 Newbery Medal winner
1973 Fanfare Honor List
My Side of the Mountain
Summary: Have you ever wanted to get away from it all? This is the
story of young Sam Gribley who leaves his cushy life in New York City
and runs away to rough it in the Catskills Mountains. He packs his bag
with only life's essential possessions such as flint and steel to start a fire.
Instead of bringing a truckload of goodies from Costco, Sam decides to
survive off the wilderness. This isn't always an easy task. As he develops
and fine tunes his skills as an outdoorsman, Sam builds hollows out a cool
house out of the center of a huge hemlock, whittles himself some useful
hooks, picks apples, and harvests acorns and cattails. Sam even learns to
make deerskin clothes from a deer he stole from a poacher. He steals a
baby peregrine falcon from its nest and names him Frightful. They
become inseparable as Sam trains Frightful to hunt for food. During all
this time that Sam is up on the mountain, he has very little contact with
people. He avoids most of the hikers and sightseers that venture into the
woods. One of the times that he went into town for some supplies, he
heard people talking about a wild boy that lives in the Catskills. This
inspires him to grant a reporter an interview so that the truth can be
known. If you are interested in vicariously living in the wilderness, check
out this book.
Author: Jean Craighead George (1959)
Reading Level: 5.2
Awards:
Newbery Honor Book
ALA Notable Book
Hans Christian Anderson Award Honor Book
Sign of the Beaver
Summary: This historical frontier novel begins in 1768 when Matt
Halloway and his father stake a claim in Maine. While the father rehirns
to Massachusetts to bring his pregnant wife and daughter there,
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thirteen-year-old Matt is left alone in the Maine wilderness to guard what
belongs to his family. The first difficulty he encounters is when Ben
comes and steals his hunting rifle. Becoming tired of tasting fish all the
time, Matt becomes adventurous by trying to get honey from a beehive.
He is savagely attacked and stung by the bees. He returns to
consciousness to discover that a Penobscott chief and his grandson have
treated his many stings. To thank them for their kindness, Matt offers
them his only book as thanks, but all the old man wants of Matt is to teach
his grandson Attean the white man's language. At first, both boys are
suspici6Us ofeach 6ther. Attean grudgingly comes each day for his
lesson. In the mornings Matt tries to entice Attean with tales from
Robinson Crusoe, while in the afternoons, Attean teaches Matt how to hunt
the Native American way. In the weeks that follow the boys become good
friends. Matt's dad is weeks behind in returning and is faced with a
dilemma. Saknis, the Indian chief is willing to adopt Matt and take him
with the tribe to their new hunting area. Matt must decide between
becoming Attean's adopted brother, or waiting alone for his family to
return. Read the book to find out his decision.
Author: Elizabeth George Speare (1984)
Reading Level: 4.0
Awards:
1984 Newbery Honor Book
Walk Two Moons
Summary: There is a powerful quotation that opens this book. It states,
"Don't judge a man until you've walked two moons in his moccasins." In
other words, in order to understand another person, you must first put
yourself in that person's place. When you hear a story, remember that
there can be another side to the story. This is an important concept when
reading this story.
And boy, does Salamanca (Sal) Tree Biddle have a story! When
you meet thirteen-year-old Sal, she is traveling across country from Ohio
to Idaho with her grandparents to find her mother. You see, Sal's father
never explained why her mother left to move to Idaho. During the
summer, Sal's eccentric grandparents decide to take her from Ohio to
exactly where her mother ended up in Idaho.
While held captive in the car for six days, Sal entertains her
grandparents with stories of her friend, Phoebe Winterbottom. Phoebe is
a new friend at school and Sal connects with her because Phoebe's mother
disappeared too. Phoebe has an active imagination, such as imagining
that the lady living next door to her is a murderer. She also believes that
her mother was kidnapped after some calls from a "lunatic." Phoebe
involves the police who don't believe her story at all. Later on, Phoebe's
mother returns and the "lunatic" is her son. Although Sal is happy for
Phoebe, it saddens her that her mother never returned.
At the end of the road trip, there is a secret revealed to Sal. If you
want to find out what the secret is, read this story.
Author: Sharon Creech (1994)
Reading Level: 4.9
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Awards:

1995 Newbery Medal winner

Where the Red Fem Grows: The Story of Two Dogs and a Boy
Summary: Young Billy Colman lives in the Ozarks during the early part
of the 20th century. Billy is focused on one thing and only one thing. He
wants to buy hunting dogs really bad, but his parents are too poor to help
him. His father offers to get him a collie, but only coon dogs will do. Billy
works two long, hard years at various odd jobs saving up his pennies and
dimes. Billy b11ys two precious cooriliound pups with fifty dollars. Their
names are Little Ann and Old Dan. He spends a whole year dragging
them around the woods in order to train them to be the best coon dogs
around. Billy enters them into a championship coon hunt contest. He is
successful in winning the coveted gold cup, but then is taunted by the
neighborhood bullies to "tree" the elusive ghost raccoon. Just when
everything is going well for this team, the unexpected happens. The dogs
get into a scrape with a mountain lion. There is a bittersweet victory over
the mountain lion that turns to tragedy. It is through this tragedy that
Billy learns about the beautiful old Native American legend of the sacred
red fern. To find out the ending and what is the legend, you will have to
read this book.
Author: Wilson Rawls (1961)
Reading Level: 5.0

SECTION V

Lesson Plans
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Literature Maps for Journals
Objective:

Students will be able to respond to literature while reading.

Purpose:

To select and/or create four categories in which the student
can jot down information uncovered from their reading.

Materials:

Student Journals
Ruler
Pen/Pencil

Anticipatory

The teacher will show four categories that

Set:

he or she created while reading a book.

Procedure:

A. Students will be directed to dividing a page in their
journal like a cross, using a ruler and writing implement.

B. Students will choose four categories that may include

setting, themes, predictions, vocabulary, questions,
symbols, imagery, or they may create their own categories
that are approved by the teacher.

C. Label each section of the cross with a
category name.

D. As the reader reads a chapter or two in their book, he or
she jots down words, phrases, or sentences that would fit
under each category.
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E. Remind each student that they should include what he or
she considers the most interesting or important information.

F. After the maps have been completed by the individual
students, they can be shared with the teacher or a reading
buddy.

Adaptation:

If the entire class reads the same trade book, all students
can complete their own Literature Map. Then, everyone
can contribute to the class map.

Lesson adapted from H. Yopp and R. Yopp, Literature-Based Reading Activities
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Double-Entry Journal

(
Objective:

The student will be able to select meaningful
passages and write about why those passages
are meaningful.

Purpose:

To encourage interaction between the selection
and the students, while identifying what is

meaningful to him or her.
Materials:

Student Journals
Pen/pencil

Procedure:

•

Students will fold a few pages in their
journals or draw a vertical line down the
middle.

•

Students will label the left column Quotes or

Meaningful Passages and the right column
Comments or Reactions.
•

As the students read a section of their book,
or immediately after reading, have them
summarize interesting information or copy
verbatim a sentence or paragraph of their
own choosing in the left-hand column of their
journal.

•

Directly across from the text information or
quote, have the students react to the passage
in the right-hand column of their journal.

Adaptation:

Quotes and responses will vary widely.

Some

passages will be selected because they are funny
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or use interesting language. Other entries will
be selected based on the reading touching their
heart or reminding the student of a personal
experience. Students can choose to share their
responses with their literature circle or to keep
them private.

Lesson adapted from H. Yopp and R. Yopp, Literature-Based Reading Activities
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Character Journal
Objective:

Students will be able to write a response in their
journal, which accurately depicts one of the major
characters from their book.

Purpose:

To assume the voice of one of the main characters of
their book and to record their feelings about story
ev·ents.

Materials:

Student Journals
Pen/pencil
Overhead Projector
Markers for overhead projector

Anticipatory

The teacher will read and discuss a picture book such
as Corduroy with the class. Together
on the overhead projector, teacher and students will
compose a journal entry describing Corduroy and his
adventures.

Set:

Procedure:

a) Have the students choose a major character from
the chapter they have just read.
b) Tell the students that they are going to step inside
the character's mind and heart.
c) Then they are going to compose a personal
response from the character's point of view. Tell
the students to understand the actions, motives
and emotions of the character. Students are to
include details from the story into their writing.
d) Tell students that a minimum of two paragraphs
need to be written in their character journal.

Assessment:

The teacher will review the students' journals making
sure that the minimum requirements were met. The
character journal will not be marked for spelling or
grammatical errors.

Adapted from Cook, M. (2002). A Journal for Corduroy: Responding to
Literature. Retrieved May, 3, 2003, from
www.readwritethink.org/lessons/lesson-view.asp?id=30
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Sketch-To-Stretch Journaling
Objective:

Students will be able to show what a story means to
them by sketching lines, colors, shapes, symbols, or
pictures.

Purpose:

To invent means to express a child's thinking about a
story's ideas.

Materials:

Student Journal
Pen or pencil
Drawing material such as crayons, colored pens or
pencils, etc.

Procedure:

A. After reading a chapter or two in their book, or
after completing the story, students will name one of
the feelings found in the reading.
B. Have the students brainstorm what colors, shapes,
or lines might show that feeling.
C. After the students have identified what colors,

shapes, or lines might represent the feeling, have
them sketch one or more ideas that represent the
story. They can draw pictures or abstract designs.
D. When the drawing is completed, have the children
include a brief written statement to explain their
ideas. This can be done at the bottom or top of the
drawing, or on the page of the journal opposite the
drawing.
E. Each child can either share their drawing and
reflection with their literature circle or keep it private.
Adaptation:

If a student is using this journal strategy after reading
their book, they could do a compare and contrast
feeling from the beginning of the book with one from
the end of the book. They could either divide their
journal page in half or use two separate journal pages
for the compare and contrast.

Lesson adapted from P. Whitin, "Leading into literature circles through the
sketch-to-stretch strategy" in The Reading Teacher.
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Dialogue Joumals
Objective:

Students will be able to regularly write entries in their journal
to their teacher about topics related to their reading of their
choice.
Students and teacher will be able to carry on conversations
through sharing ideas, feelings, and concerns in writing about
liternt11re.

Purpose:

To create a dialogue between students and the teacher
whereby there is a communication of thoughts and feelings.

Materials:

Student Journals
Pen/pencil

Procedure:

a) Have the students reserve a few
pages in their journals for their dialogue.
b) Teacher reminds students to write their dialogue just like
the form of a personal letter. Leave room at the bottom
of the page for the teacher to respond.
c) After students have read a chapter or two of their book,
invite the students to write at their proficiency level about
aspects of the book, for example, relating personal
experiences to the text, predicting, synthesizing ideas
across the text, or questioning the text or author.
d) The teacher responds individually to each student's entry,
accommodating the responses to the student's language
proficiency level.
e) Remind students that this type of journal writing will not
be graded on spelling or grammatical usage.

Adaptation:

Since daily exchange with all students is not feasible, stagger
the journals so that not more than four or five students
submit their journal on one day. If students want to
participate in a dialogue journal, make the dialogue through
one entire book.

Lesson adapted from the writing ofN. Atwell, In The Middle.
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Journal Prompts
• I liked

----------- because ...

• I noticed ...
• I wonder . ..
• I felt

----------- because ...

• I think ...
• This story makes me think of ...
• I wish ...

• If I were

-----------, I would ...

• When I •••

• I was surprised by ...

Hill, B.C., Schlick Noe, K.L. & Johnson, N.J. (2001). Literature circles resource guide:
Teaching suggestions, forms, sample book lists, and database. Norwood, Mass.:
Christopher-Gordon Publishers.
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Journal Evaluation
1. The journal should contain a minimum of five dated entries per
book.
2. Each entry should be a minimum of four sentences.
3. An entry should not be a superficial summary of the reading. Each
entry should contain: date, response indicating a degree of reflection
about the reading. Teacher(s) will grade each book with this rubric:

KEY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does not minimal expectations
Needs imurovement
Meets expectations with some exception
Meets expectations

1

2

3

4

1. Presentation

Five entries or more
Four sentences or more
per entry
Date and chapters read
Margins
Neatness
2. Knowledge of the plot
and characters
3. Response to the

reading
Personal connection
Relating the piece to real
life concerns and/ or
other works of literature
4. Use of supporting

details and examples
Total
Grade

Hill, B.C., Schlick Noe, K.L. & Johnson, N.J. (2001). Literature circles resource guide:
Teaching suggestions, forms, sample book lists, and database. Norwood, Mass.:
Christopher-Gordon Publishers
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Story Quilt
Objective:

Students will be able to work cooperatively together
in order to create 4 or 9 quilt squares that represent
key aspects or characters from their book.

Purpose:

To help students give evidence about what they have
learned from their book through illustrations and
writing.

Materials:

pencils or pens
10 x 10-inch squares of construction paper
12 x 12-inch squares of construction paper
fine-line colored markers
scissors
white glue or glue sticks

Anticipatory Set:

Remind the students of the class-constructed paper
story quilt created at the beginning of the year which
told a true story about themselves, e.g., their favorite
sports activity, time at the zoo, etc. Show the paper
quilt if it still exists.

Procedure:

1. Students will meet in their group and discuss
what the theme is and what characters and scenes
best represent the theme.
2. With the group, all students choose a color for
their quilt square border (the 12 x 12-inch
construction paper). The color should represent
some aspect of the theme. Select symbols, designs,
or illustrations from the book to include in the
border.
3. Make a border around each of the squares.
4. Students will reread parts of their book or their
journal to help them design the center of each quilt
square. The drawing should relate back to the
theme in some way.
5. In the 10 x 10-inch construction paper, draw a
picture, a rough draft, of one of the characters or a
scene from the book.
6. Create a rough draft for the written response to
each quilt. The written response will include a
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description of the illustration and how it ties into
the theme. The description of the illustration may
be a quote or section from the book (with page
number).
7. When all the individual "blocks" are finished, they
can be assembled into a quilt on the wall by
mounting all the blocks on a piece of paper 1 inch
larger all around than the block itself. The same
background color should be used. "Stitches" can
be drawn connecting the blocks.
Assessment:

The student and the teacher will individually fill out
their section of the rubric created for this extension
project.

Adaptation:

The students could create their story quilt by drawing
on blocks of muslin using fabric markers, crayons,
paints, or pastels. The writing about the character or
scene could be typed and printed, then collated into a
classroom book.

Schlick Noe, K.L. & Johnson, N.J. (1999). Getting started with literature circles.
Norwood, Mass.: Christopher-Gordon Publishers.
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Story Quilt Evaluation

(
Name:

Date:

Title:
TEACHER EVALUATION

SELF EVALUATION
_

ILLUSTRATIONS (20)

•
•

ILLUSTRATIONS (20)

•

Includes border and main
illustration
Illustrations relate to theme

•
•

•

Border includes symbols and colors
- - WRITTEN DESCRIPTION
(20)
(on back of quilt square)

•

Border includes symbols and colors
- - WRITTEN DESCRIPTION
(20)
(on back of quilt square)

•

Quality of writing
Discusses theme and explains
Illustrations

• Grammar
Spelling
Punctuation
Sentence structure

Spelling
Punctuation
Sentence structure

TIME AND EFFORT

Quality of writing
Discusses theme and explains
Illustrations

• Grammar

--

Includes border and main
illustration
Illustrations relate to theme

--

TIME AND EFFORT

./ Neatness

./ Neatness

./ Details

./ Details

_

CREATIVITY (5)

_

CREATIVITY (5)

_

TOTAL POINTS (50)

_

TOTAL POINTS (50)

Hill, B.C., Schlick Noe, K.L. & Johnson, N.J. (2001). Literature circles resource guide:
Teaching suggestions, forms, sample book lists, and database. Norwood, Mass.:
Christopher-Gordon Publishers
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Accordion Book
Objective:

The student will be able to use an accordion book as a
method to organize their thoughts.
The student will be able to illustrate five to seven
significant scenes from the book's storyline.
The studentwill be able to write a one paragraph
description of each scene, which answers the
questions, "What's happening in the scene," and "Why
is this scene important to you?"
0

Purpose:

To help students give evidence about what they have
learned from their book through illustrations and
writing.

Materials:

2 pieces of 5 _ x 5_-inch corrugated cardboard or
railroad board (for covers)
5 x 5-inch tag board templates
one 8 x 8-inch piece of decorated paper
glue or rubber cement
brayers
water-soluble printing ink or tempera paint
plastic or glass slabs for rolling out ink
scissors
18 x 24-inch drawing or watercolor paper
paper punch
Pritt® or Ross® paste (often used for papier mache)
brushes
white glue
rulers
ribbon
black, silver, or gold markers

Anticipatory Set:The teacher shows a completed accordion-folded popup of his or her own creation. This accordion book
may have come from one of their adult book clubs
Procedure:

1. Prepare the paper in advance by a) using fingers to
cover the paper thinly with paste and distribute
pigment on it; b) using a brush to paint ink onto the
paper, or thin the ink and spatter-paint with a brush;
or c) using a brayer to roll ink in a plaid pattern or
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using thin layers of color on top of each other, thus
allowing underneath colors to show through.
2. Make the two covers of the book by rubbing glue on
the back of each 5_ x 5_-inch piece of decorated paper.
Turn this over and trim diagonally across the corners.
Smear glue on each tab and fold it inward. These
edges will eventually be covered by one of the
accordion folds of the book. .
3. In order to be able to display the book wide open,
put a piece of ribbon across each cover with the ends
hanging loose. To have a closed book, put the ribbon
across both pieces as shown.
4. Lay the ends of one 5 x 24-inch piece of paper on
top of another and glue together overlapping 1 inch at
the center. (Trimming will happen at the ends later.)
Use the 5-inch tag board template and begin with a
valley (inward) fold at the center. This will have both
ends of the accordion folds facing the correct direction
to paste on the ends of the book, covering the back
edges. Fold backward and forward until you get to the
end. Trim the last folds to 1 inch. Paste these on the
two covers.
5. Have students write or draw the events of their
writing topic onto each section of the accordion book
in sequential order.
6. Paste a plain or decorated 5 x 5-inch piece of paper
on the inside of each cover. The title and author's
name could be written here.
Assessment:

The student will complete a self-evaluation form and
the teacher will complete a similar evaluation form for
this extension project. (See the accompanying rubric.)

Hume, H.D. (2001). A survival kit for elementary/middle school art teacher. New York:
Jossey-Bass.
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Extension Project
Evaluation

Extension Project
Evaluation

Name: _________

Name: _________

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _________

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Project:

Project:

o
o
o

ABC Book
Story Hat
Accordion Book

o
o

o

ABC Book
Story Hat
Accordion Book

Grading Criteria:

Grading Criteria:

__ Project illustrations are relevant to
the story (20)

__ Project illustrations are relevant to
the story (20)

__ Project includes information from
or about the story (20)

__ Project includes information from
or about the story (20)

__ Time and effort (10)

__ Time and effort (10)

__ Neatness (10)

__ Neatness (10)

__ Creativity (10)

__ Creativity (10)

Overall Grade

Overall Grade

__ Percentage

__ Percentage

Comments:

Comments:

Hill, B.C., Schlick Noe, K.L. & Johnson, N.J. (2001). Literature circles resource guide:
Teaching suggestions, forms, sample book lists, and database. Norwood, Mass.:
Christopher-Gordon Publishers
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ABC Book
Objective:

Students will be able to create an ABC big book
from their book discussed in the literature circle.
The student will be able to illustrate each page of
their alphabet book using various resources.

Purpose:

To challenge students to find words/characters from
their reading that lend themselves to illustrations.

Materials:

teacher-selected examples of big books and ABC
books
large sheets of 12 x 18-inches construction paper
colored pencils, pastels, and other drawing supplies
large tag board
hole punch
brads or other type of fasteners

Anticipatory Set:

The teacher will familiarize the students again
with the look of big books and ABC books. The
teacher will also show a created sample page
illustrating how students should lay out their pages
and illustrate them.

Procedure:

1. Ask students to describe the size of a big book.

Tell students that big books are books that have
large pictures and words. Read and discuss some of
the big books.
2. Students will reconvene with their literature
circle and discuss what words or characters lend
themselves to a clear illustration.
3. After choosing all 26 words to illustrate, the
circle meets with the teacher for his/her approval.
4. Teacher walks around the classroom while
students draw, guiding them to "fill the pages" with
their illustrations.
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5. When students finish their illustrations, the
teacher will tell them to order their pages correctly
from A to Z.

6. Students will use the tag board for the cover of
the book and fasten the pages together using brads
or another type of fastener.
Assessment:

Teacher will observe students' participation. Each
student will complete a self-evaluation form and
the teacher will complete a similar evaluation form
for this extension project.

Adaptation:

Students could turn this ABC big book into an
alphabet booklet using a word processing program.
Through this they would practice specific word
processing skills such as formatting, saving,
retrieving, editing, cutting & pasting, adding
graphics, and typing.

Lewis, L. (2001). Create a BIG book. Retrieved May 3, 2003, from
http://www.education-world.com/a-lesson/00-2/lp2223.html
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Story Hat
Objective:

Students will be able to work cooperatively together,
or by themselves in order to illustrate narrative
elements using a "story hat" that details four events
found in the book.

Purpose:

To help students give evidence about what they have
learned from their book through illustrations and
writing.

Materials:

colored pencils, markers, or crayons
pieces of butcher paper the size of a page of
newspaper
ruler

Anticipatory Set:

The teacher will demonstrate to the students what the
finished product of a "story hat" looks like from a book
he or she has read.

Procedure:

1. Teacher gives directions on how to construct a
"newspaper hat" out of butcher paper.
Students will:
a) Fold the butcher paper in half the long way.
b) Fold it again and bring the bottom up to the
top.
c) On the folded side, fold the corners to the
middle. (This will make the top part of the
paper pointed.)
d) Fold one of the bottom pieces up to the
bottom of the first fold.
e) Fold the bottom again until it overlaps the
pointed part.
f) Turn the hat over and fold the sides in
about 1 inch.
g) Fold the bottom up twice and open it up
making a hat!
2. Teacher informs the students to write the name of
their book and the author at the top of the hat's
front side.
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3. Using a ruler and a marker, students divide the
front brim into three sections, making a vertical
line.
4. In the first section, students draw something that
happened at the beginning of the book.
5. In the middle section, students draw something
that happened in the book's middle.
6. In the last section, students draw something that
happened at the end of the book.
7. Students divide the brim on the back of their hat
into two sections.
8. In one section, students will draw the problem of
the story.
9. In the other section, students will write how the
problem was solved.
10.After all sections are drawn and written, a member
of the group will wear the hat while other members
show and talk about the various scenes drawn.

Assessment:

The student and the teacher will individually fill out
their section of the rubric created for this extension
project.

Adaptation:

The students can either create one hat for the entire
group, or each member can create separate "story
hats."

Lesson adapted from Getting Started with Literature Circles, by K. Schlick
Noe and N. Johnson.
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HyperStudio Book Project
Objective:

Students will be able to summarize at least six key
events that occurred in the chapters of their book.
Students will be able to illustrate their summary of
events using proper graphic design techniques.
Students will be able to enunciate their words, while
adding dramatic expressions.

Purpose:

To create and produce an electronic summary
picture book using HyperStudio 3.1 software.

Prerequisite Skills: A minimal amount of computer skills are required.
HyperStudio and ScanWizard are user-friendly

programs.
Materials:

HyperStudio 3.1 software (available in Mac and PC

formats)
ScanWizard scanning program

scanner
large screen monitor (for classroom demonstration)
digital camera
Anticipatory Set:

The teacher will introduce how to write a summary.

Procedure:

1. Students will type out a summary and draw an
illustration for at least six events/ chapters of their
book.
2. Teacher or computer lab technician will
demonstrate the use of a scanner and scanning
techniques.
3. Students will then scan their completed
illustrations in preparation of creating a
HyperStudio card.
4. The teacher will use the clip art function of
HyperStudio in order to scale, rotate and scan
onto a HyperStudio card. He or she will create
invisible buttons with a timer set at ten seconds
to flip through the picture book and connect the
cards.
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5. After talking about proper voice modulation and
expression, students will record their summaries
onto the previous card's button.
6. Teacher will take pictures of the illustrators,
narrators, and writers, using the digital camera
and load it onto the page about the author.
7. The teacher will compile the cards intotwo
stacks.
8. The literature circle group will present their
product when finished for peers and parents.
Assessment:

Adaptation:

Summaries and illustrations are assessed using
scoring guides. Both teacher and students create
the scoring guides.
Once the students have learned how to use
HyperStudio properly, they can be the teachers for

their peers.

End of book lesson plan. Retrieved May 15, 2003, from
http://www.webhand.com/lagrande/schools/lessonplans/endofbook.html
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(
Fulfills minimal topic
requirements.
Texts are paraphrased, but in
correct English, overall.
Variety of references used.
The "what is, how, where,
why, when, how often, with
what" effect is described.
Fulfills minimal requirements.
Has title and overview cards six cards with an additional
biographical card for each
person in the group. Each card
has two buttons and text.
Three cards have colors,
transitions, and sounds. One
graphic each from two outside
sources, included. Group work
is integrated into one project.
Engages audience.
Clear and understandable.
Uses appropriate language.
Uses limited delivery
techniques.
Takes turns.

Includes essential
information.

Covers topic in depth.

Content

Elaborates throughout.
Includes elaboration
beyond minimal
requirements.

Includes details.
Invites questions.

Texts are in correct
En lish.
Has three or more cards.
Often, more than one text
field/card uses design
features on most cards.
Integrates four graphics
from two outside sources.

Interesting.
Logical order.
Fluid delivery.
Clear connection in
material.
Good use of delivery
techniques.

Graphics include one
moving sequence.

Technology

Includes varied graphics
from three outside sources.
Uses advanced, varied
HyperStudio features and
attachments (scanner, etc.)
Uses varied yet cohesive
methods for ro·ect.
Uses original approach
effectively.
Highly organized.
Well-rehearsed.
Uses vivid, precise
language.
Delivers with ease.

Oral
Presentation

Scale: Expert (" A" range) = 15 - 12, Intermediate ("B" range) = 11 - 9,
Needs Revision ("C" ran e) = 8 - 6, Less than 6 with minimum criteria com lete = D
HyperStudio Project Rubric. Retrieved May 15, 2003, from
http://harmony.millersv.edu/resources/rubrics/spec-ed/thematic-unit.htm
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Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summmy
The purpose of this project was to develop materials so that fifth grade teachers
could use them to implement literature circles within their existing language arts
instruction in the classroom. It is hoped by doing so, students' engagement in the reading
process will develop and grow. Literature circles are not the panacea or sole answer for
all literacy issues encountered in the classroom (Spiegel, 1998). They are, however, an
effective tool for stimulating and motivating students engaged in the reading process.
Self-selection of reading material; collaborative, open, and flexible discussion groups;
reflective journal writing and insightful extension projects encourage readers to be active
and to construct meaning from the text. Teacher modeling of expectations and behaviors,
creating a climate of independence and responsibility, along with a gradual introduction
to the cooperative learning and communication skills and the various components
inherent in literature circles are important foundation building.
One of the best ways for students to bring about ownership and buy into literature
circles is for them to decide what book they want to read (Fresch, 1995; Kragler, 2000).
A key element to choice is offering a wide range of books that are relevant to the
students' abilities and interests, plus ones that tie into core subject areas. Informal
introductions to the books through book talks allow students to "whet their appetites" for
the story and its language.
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Talking about a book is one of the most personal and natural responses to reading
(Daniels, 2002; Eeds & Wells, 1989). Since discussion is at the core ofliterature circles,
it is imperative that teachers help students develop effective discussions. Genuine
conversations involve students giving voice to their ideas, students listening and learning
from other people's ideas, asking questions and/or answering questions, and making
connections between the world or one's personal life and the reading. Spontaneous
conversation is the goal, but teachers need to realize that some conversation will get off
track. Teachers need to monitor the conversation within literature circles so that no
conversation will be derailed or develop into negativity.
Finally, post-reading activities such as response journals and extension projects
help support literature discussions and invite reflection and interpretation of the text
(Berger, 1996; Schlick Noe & Johnson). They are an important avenue to responding to
literature. A shared journal entry can be the spark that ignites a literature circle
discussion. Extension projects continue the reader's response to the story and challenge
the student to respond through the arts. Children who engage in response journals and
extension projects become reflective, knowledgeable, and motivated readers as well as
supportive, socially interactive, and creative students.

Conclusions
Spiegel (1998) advocates a balanced literacy approach that includes literature
response groups. The following conclusions are based on research and the belief that
literature circles fit well into a balance literature program.
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I. Literature circles give students opportunities for sustained dialogue about
books and an arena whereby one can raise questions, argue, reflect, and
negotiate meanings (Noll, 1994).
2. Struggling readers and writers will benefit from literature circles and other
aspects of a balanced literacy program as well as proficient readers and writers
(Allington, 1983).
3. Students appreciate the opportunity to choose self-selected reading materials
and post-reading activities based on interest and availability (Rasinski, 1988;
Fresch, 1995; Gambrell, 1996).
4. Although students may be reading the same text, each reader will have a
different interpretation of the text. The reader is producing meaning from the
text at the very moment ofreading (Eeds and Wells, 1989).
5. Students need to have ample time during the school day for independent
reading of books for their literature circles and for other materials (Anderson
et al., 1985; Fielding & Pearson, 1994).
6. Ideally, discussions within literature circles are venues in which students share
ideas, respond to each other respectfully, and grow in their understanding of
what they read. The reality of what children discuss does not always match
the ideal (Day et al., 2002).
7. The roles of facilitator, participant, mediator, and active listener are all valid
roles for teachers to assume at various points during literature circles.
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8. Responding to students' reading through the use of journals allows them to
make their own meaning of the text (Berger, 1996).

Recommendations
Teachers who plan on implementing literature circles as part of their balanced
literacy approach to teaching must do a lot of preparation in order for them to run
smoothly. Depending on the size of the literature circles, six sets of six to eight books
based on a particular theme or genre must be chosen and obtained. Although it is not
essential that the teacher has to read all the books, he or she must be familiar enough with
the literature to give book talks before the selection process begins. Role sheets must be
photocopied and ready for the participants, and expectations for students' responsibilities
and behaviors must be discussed and clarified. The teacher needs to decide which day(s)
of the week the circles are meeting and negotiate with the students on the amount of
reading assigned each week. The teacher also needs to decide when to give the students a
large block of time in class to read. Before the literature circles begin meeting, the
teacher should decide on his or her main role during the discussions.
Teachers who plan on utilizing response journals and extension projects with their
students will find it more effective if they read and adapt the material that are presented
in books by Daniels (200 I), Day et al. (2002), and Noe & Johnson (1999). All three of
these books give reasons for making response journals and extension projects work and
examples of journals and projects.
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Teachers will need to develop rubrics and assessment tools that complement their
lessons and instructional styles. It is always important to communicate to your students
what is expected of them and what you are hoping to accomplish.
Finally, the author of this project recommends that research on the effect of
literature circles on the student's comprehension of the reading material grows and
prospers. The more that is learned about this component of a balanced literacy approach
the better off educators will be.
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